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g^\ T H E L I B E R T Y 
NATIONAL 
u D T 
Arabs try to block accord 
Radical Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah has 
blasted Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat for his 
agreement to a peace agreement with Israel. 
Nasrallah also called on Muslim radicals to 
attack Israelis. "I call on all Palestinians who own 
knives, grenades or guns to go out and kill 
Israelis," he said. 
Palestinian extremists are dissatisfied with the 
speed In which Israel has turned over Its land to 
Arabs. Hezbollah continues to deny Israel's right 
to exist 
Global warming treaty stalls 
The agreement signed by President Clinton In 
Kyoto, Japan that would trim "greenhouse gas" 
emissions, is stalled by congressional opposition. 
GOP members are angry that the agreement 
covers the U.S. and other Industrialized nations, 
while exempting nations such as China and 
India. Those nations are expected to surpass the 
U.S. In emissions by 2015. 
Critics also charge the accord with hitting 
business too hard, based on faulty scientific evi-
dence. The administration no longer expects the 
treaty to pass Congress during Clinton's term. 
Iraq, U.S. clash again 
Iraq's decision to expel all U.N. weapons 
inspectors has sparked condemnation from 
the U.N. Security Council and warnings from 
U.S. military officials. The U.N. imposed 
sanctions on Iraq after the Gulf War. 
Defense Secretary Bill Cohen said the U.S may 
act unilaterally to begin military action against 
Iraq, If necessary. 
Iraq, meanwhile, remains defiant. Vice 
President Taha Ramadan says the expulsion 
will stand "until the sanctions are lifted." 
Jefferson had a son by slave 
New evidence collected by historian Joseph 
Ellis and genetic expert Eric Lander indicates 
that Thomas Jefferson apparently fathered at 
least one child by his slave Sally Hemlngs. 
Eston Hemlngs, who claimed Jefferson as his 
father, was right, the scholars say. They plan to 
conduct more studies seeking conclusive proof. 
Plus, they will try to establish links between 
Jefferson and other Hemings' children. 
The study examined DNA of Hemings descen-
dants to reach its conclusion. 
Andy Griffith goes political 
The "Sheriff Andy Taylor" of the 1960s TV 
town Mayberry, apparently has political lean-
ings. Andy Griffith has done radio spots for five 
North Carolina Democrats in their quest to 
retain control of a tightly contested state senate. 
One Republican official has criticized Griffith 
for his "Hollywood-actor values," while another 
said that the characters of TV fame would all 
have voted Republican, arguing that there were 
"no Democrats In Mayberry." 
Space flight inspires Glenn 
History-making astronaut John Glenn says his 
second space flight has strengthened his faith. T o 
look out at this kind of creation out here and not 
believe in God Is to me Impossible," said the 77-
year old. He was the first American to orbit the 
earth In his first flight 
Glenn, who some feared too old to make the trip, 
says he feels fine and Is enjoying the flight Asked 
if he'd go again, Glenn Joked that his wife might not 
allow it The former Democratic Senator's flight has 
been flawless so far, NASA said. 
C H A M P I O N 
W E A T H E R 
C O R N E R 
Tuesday: Wednesday: 
Partly cloudy/rain Mostly cloudy. 
High: 53 Low: 43 High: 52 Low: 43 
Thursday: 
Mostly cloudy 
High: 53 Low: 39 
Friday: 
Partly sunny 
High: §3 Low: 37 
First phone bill under new 
system prompts questions 
B Y RICK BOYER 
News Editor 
Students who have recently 
received a nearly $20 bllL-for their 
dormitory phone service have been 
asking questions. What exactly are 
they paying for? 
Fred Spearin, manager of LU Tele-
phone Services, gave some answers to 
this and other questions last week. 
"For $10 a month, an on-campus stu-
dent gets unlimited local calls," he said. 
He added that students also have voice 
mail service, and caller ID service Is 
optional if they buy the connector box 
Spearin said the size of this phone bill 
Is an anomaly. The computers responsi-
ble for billing were not operational last 
month, leaving this month's bill to cover 
nearly two months. Service provider ACC 
Telecom had to "hold off on billing until 
such a time as we had an accurate data-
base," he said. From now on students 
will get a $10 bill each month. 
Spearin compared the new monthly 
billing system to the previous system. 
"Last year (students) paid 15 cents 
every time they called off-campus," he 
pointed out, noting that in essence, stu-
dents now have free calling after the 
$10 celling is reached. 
He said the change was made In 
response to student complaints about 
the old system. Evidently students were 
frustrated at the fact that they were 
charged every time they used the phone. 
The decision to go with the new plan 
was made by a group of people, he said, 
Including the Residence Life office. "They 
felt this was the best way to go. The 
biggest complaint they were getting was 
that people thought they were being 
nlckel-and-dlmed to death." 
Spearin said there are complaints 
about the new system, Just as there 
Please see TELEPHONE, Page 4 
B Y C H R I S EDWARDS 
Champion Reporter 
rly 150 kids in costumes and 
elr guardians gathered at the senior 
dorms to play, eat and hear the 
Gospel message as the Liberty com-
munity hosted the second annual 
Harvest Festival Thursday night 
The Halloween alternative for 
Lynchburg-area children drew about 
double the attendance of last year, 
said Heather Earley, a resident direc-
tor and coordinator of the event 
The Senior Dorms - residence halls 
29 through 32 - sponsored the event, 
but the entire LU community con-
tributed to the cause by working 
games, helping with set up and 
donating candy for the children. 
Dorm 13 donated Ate.' 
and 26-3 contributed 
candy. Dorms26-2, 10, 1 
and 32 also donated i 
Kids, dressed like Civ 
diers, princesses and s i 
began their trek around the f 
the parking lot where games were i 
up for the children to play. 
Dorm 19-2 sponsored the lollipop 
tree and the pumpkin toss, ; .where" 
children threw balls 
cut out of a cardboard I 
prizes. Resident assistant 
Earley said girls from her dorm had ( 
great time helping with 
because it was all for the 1 
a tot of fun with the kids," said 1 
a senior English major. 
Tina Hamilton, a Liberty University.' 
|p : -:«.-, 
SGA-supported 
dress code ; 
moves forward 
B Y JENNIFER PKXATH 
Editor in Chief 
After a bought of .inactivity, 
the Student Government 
Association made steps to alter 
dress code, Schilling Center 
hours and library hours durlngJ-
lts meeting on Oct 29. Among 
Interior SGA action was the 
finalization of the senior class 
presidency and the veto of a 
line-Item veto. ,-ss 
'*» 
. *M 
*** 
Dress Code Alterations 
Alfred Thompson/ stud 
body president, will be brings 
ing a dress code bill before L s | 
President John Borek lateJCS 
this mbnth. The alterations & 
the dress code revolve around: 
a temperature Increase In the 
weather. Currently, fema|g£ 
students are allowed to wear 
pants when the high for t | u | 
day drops to 34 degrees. 
Thompson's bill will allow 
for an Increase to 40 degrees 
In the dress code clause. In 
its meeting on Thursday ojf 
last week, SGA Voted unanf® 
mously to approve and sup|~ 
port Thompson in his discus*! 
sion of the bill with Borek. H 
Besides a change in tem^ 
perature, the bill also calls for 
an alteration in cold-weather 
dress. Currently, women are 
allowed to wear colored jeans 
on cold days. However, as a 
compromise, Thompson has 
removed that piece of the 
dress code in order to receive 
the increase in temperature. 
Schilling Center Hours 
A bill introduced by 
Matthew Zagorski brought 
the topic of Schilling Center 
hours before SGA. Under 
Zagorski's bill, the closing* 
hours of the building wilt 
change to 11:30 p.m. from. 
Sunday to Thursday Instead 
of the current 11 p.m. clo-
sure. The bill will also allow 
for a 12 a.m. Friday and 
Saturday night closing time. 
Currently, the building is 
open until 11 p.m. on the 
weekends as well. 
The SGA Senate unani-
mously adopted the bill, and 
it will now travel to 
President Borejt's office for 
consideration. 
Library Hour Change 
After an academic luncheon 
attended by SGA members, 
Dean Dave Barnett of the Lt) 
library has agreed to Increase 
the hours of the library o n 
Wednesdays. 
Because of church services, 
the library previously closed 
at 6 p.m. and reopened a t 
8:30. Under "the current 
adjustments, ;the library will 
Please see SGA, .Page fi 
Exercise gives an avenue to health 
BY B I I X MEYER 
Champion Reporter 
With the semester in full swing, allot 
ting time for exercise can be the fur 
thest thing from students 
the benefits are well-
worth the minimal 
amount of time that exer-
cise requires. 
"Exercise will reduce 
your resting heart rate 
and your resting blood 
pressure," said Dr. Linda 
Farver, a professor of 
physical education. "It 
will reduce your body fat because you're 
burning calories. 
"It will strengthen various muscle 
groups and Increase your flexibility; 
particularly if you combine your work-
out with a set of stretching exercises. 
And those benefits focus on the five 
health-related components of physical 
fitness, which are cardiovascular 
endurance, muscular strength, mus-
cular endurance, flexibility and body 
minds. Yet 
Third in a series 
composition," she continued. 
For LU students who walk or Jog reg-
ularly, Hardees seems to be a common 
halfway point. "Usually I run two or 
three times a week to Hardees and 
back," Amber Smith, a sophomore from 
Florida, said. 
"We walk to Hardees, 
and then to the 
Innkeeper and then 
back to the dorm," said 
Holly Hargraves, a 
sophomore student from 
Virginia. 
Others stay closer to 
campus, but still get 
their exercising In. "Usually I'll do.' 
pushups at night," said Kyle Harris, a 
Junior from Washington. "Or I'll play 
tennis. It relieves stress and helps me 
relax before I go to bed." 
When it comes to what type of exer-
cises give maximal benefits, experts 
encourage some type of aerobic activ-
ities as the best for the body. "Aerobic 
Please see EXERCISE, on Page 2 
Your 
Health 
Needs 
Mil la LAWHQBNft 
SUPERMAN? - LU student Myles Lawhorne builds his biceps in the 
Hancock Building's weight training area. Exercise can be one of the 
most neglected pan's of life for desk-bound college students. 
: 
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LU debaters finish strong again 
Career Day: The LU Career 
Center will hold Its "Career 
Day" on Nov. 5 in the 
DeMoss atrium. Students 
are invited to come see dis-
plays from many employers 
looking to hire s tudents or 
graduates. 
Liberty theater: The LU 
Department of Fine Arts pre-
sents its production T h e 
Barber of Seville." Performances 
are scheduled for Nov. 13, 
14, 17, 19 and 2 1 . Tickets 
are $5. Call ext. 2318 for 
more information. 
Career preparation: The 
LU Career Center presents 
a seminar on resume's on 
Thursday, Nov. 12. The dis-
cussion will be held In DH 
107 at 4 p.m. 
Bible Fellowship: "Holy Nation" 
presents Its weekly Bible 
Fellowship on Saturday, Nov. 
7. The fellowship will be held 
at 3:30 p.m. at the Prayer 
Chapel followed by Cross-
Cuftural Praise Band tryouts 
at 5 p.m. 
.Newsboys Concert: Tickets 
are on sale now for the "Step 
up to the Microphone" tour, 
coming to the Vines Center on 
Dec. 3. Tickets are $14.50. 
The Newsboys will headline 
the concert along with fea-
tured guests Third Day and 
The Waiting. 
Fine Arts Production: The 
Lynchburg Fine Arts Center 
presents Gilbert and 
Sullivan's "Pirates of 
Penzance," Nov. 7, 13, 14; 20 
and 21 a t 8 p.m. and Nov. 8 
and 22 at 2 p.m. Tickets go on 
sale on Nov. 2, and cost from 
$7 to $12. Call 846-3804 or 
stop by the Box Office 
Monday-Saturday from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Church Praise Time: The 
Court Street Baptist Church 
Step Team presents Mammin' 
for Jesus Stepfest," featuring 
Liberty University "Praise in 
Motion" and many other 
praise teams. The event is 
scheduled for Nov. 7 at 3 p.m. 
For more information, call 
847-8209. 
Coffee House: Tickets are 
now on sale at the Dining Hall 
for a country Coffee House, 
coming up on Friday, Nov. 6. 
Tickets are $2 in advance and 
$3 at the door and are avail-
able on a first-come, first-
served basis. . 
Silent Auction: The Lynchburg 
Fine Arts'Center announces 
its silent auction. The opening 
reception is planned for 
Sunday, Nov. 8 from 2:30 to 
4:30 p.m. Bidding will close on 
Sunday/ Dec. 4 3 . Items for 
auction Include watercolors, 
oil paintings, pottery, pho-
tographs and sculpture. 
LU team impresses 
over the weekend; 
ranked fourth in U.S. 
BY TRISH HAMPTON 
Champion Reporter 
In the first ranking reports of 
the young season, the Liberty 
University debate team has been 
ranked fourth in the nation. 
Liberty debate has been ranked 
In the top five for the past five 
years, and placed first for two of 
those years. 
Due to the depth of the squad, 
last weekend the debate team 
was able to send teams to two 
different tournaments. Debate 
coaches Mike and Heather Hall 
escorted a group of debaters to 
the Duquesne Tournament in 
Pittsburgh, Pa. Liberty competed 
against schools such as Navy, 
Richmond, and Catholic. 
The Junior varsity team of 
Shanna Twlgg and Leah Fralser 
went all the way to the final 
round of the tournament. 
Another Jv team of Rick Clark 
and Tony Tillie ^ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ 
made It to the 
semifinals. Tillie 
lead the Jv In 
speaker awards 
by placing an 
impressive sec-
ond. Katey Walker 
placed sixth. 
Twigg placed 
eighth, and Frasier 
placed tenth. 
"The novice and Jv debaters 
have improved as is evident by 
the speaker awards. They all 
debated really hard this week-
end," commented Heather Hall. 
Head debate coach Brett 
O'Donnell accompanied the 
remainder of the team to the 
West Point Tournament. It was 
the team's first appearance In 
the tournament, and they left a 
mark that will not be forgotten. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Winning 
first place 
awards in 
both the 
novice and 
the Jv divi-
sions makes 
this back-to-
back double 
wins for the 
L i b e r t y 
team. 
The team of Jarod Woodard 
and Nick Ylngts won the Jv divi-
sion. Ylngts Irecelved the sixth-
place speaker award. Woodard 
" I was extremely pleased 
with the team's 
performance." 
Brett O'Donnell 
LU debate coach 
placed tenth. 
David Cooper and Julie Sorge 
won first in the novice division. 
Cooper, also, placed first in speak-
er awards in the novice division. 
"I was extremely pleased 
with the team's performance. 
They continue to get better on 
a weekly basis. Much of our 
continuing success is based on 
the work of fifth year senior 
s tudent ass i s tan t Bill 
Lawrence," said O'Donnell. 
Lawrence also attended the 
West Point Tournament. 
These impressive resul ts 
only go to demonstrate the 
strength of the Jv and novice 
squads. This year's team is 
very young and very deep. 
With a little more maturing 
they will be certain to be in 
contention to take the varsity 
division as well. 
Send postings as far In advance a s possible to Rick Boyer, c /o 
the Liberty Champion. 
Randlett leaving LU to pursue 
new ministry in Palm Beach 
B Y JENNIFER PAULES 
Champion Reporter 
One of Liberty University's 
longest-serving professors will 
be leaving the school at the 
end of this semester. 
Dr. Doug Randlett will be 
relocating to Florida to become 
the executive director of min-
istries at Christ Fellowship in 
Palm Beach, where he will be 
working under the leadership 
of pastor Tom Mulllns. Christ 
Fellowship has grown from 150 
to 4,000 members in le^s than 
six years. 
Randlett said his Job will be 
to oversee the pastoral staff of 
the church. 
Dr Danny Lovett announced 
Randlett 's depar ture in 
Ministry Chapel on Oct. 30. 
With tears In his eyes and a 
quiver in his voice, Lovett 
Exercise holds many health benefits 
Continued. Jrom Page 1 
exercising is the best type," said 
Cherie Brickhlll, a registered nurse 
and a certified aerobics instructor. 
That could include things such as 
aerobic dance, Jogging, walking 
briskly or swimming." 
Of those choices, Farver recom-
mends running. "I think for stu-
dents, realizing that they've got 
hectic schedules, running is prob-
ably the best exercise. You can eas-
ily stretch out, get your heart rate 
up into a training zone within five 
minutes, continue the running for 
20 minutes, keeping your heart 
rate in that training zone, then 
slow down as you terminate your 
running time. 
"Over the nexj. five mjnufes, you. 
have gotten a 30-minute workout 
time. And If students can do that 
three to four days a week, then 
they will start recognizing over a 
period of time the benefits that IVe 
already cited," she continued. 
There's a common worry that 
Jogging places heavy stress on the 
lower body. But Farver does not 
feel that it should be a concern 
for most people. "As long as Indi-
viduals have .healthy weight-bear-
ing Joints, specifically the hip, the 
knee and the ankle, then running 
Is not harmful." *• 
For maximum academic advan-
tage, Brickhlll recommends work-
ing out early In the day. "Exercising 
, jrejgases ,end9rpirin«„4nrfiPWriJ|>osivt 
which can make you more alert 
and attentive. It's probably better to 
exercise in the morning, to get the 
natural benefit of those endorphins 
into your bloodstream." 
As Farver points out, keeping the 
body in good condition is pleasing 
to the Lord. "From God's perspec-
tive, our bodies are the temple In 
which the Holy Spirit lives. 
"And we as Christians maintain 
the perspective that we are one 
being; body, mind and soul. 
Therefore, if you challenge your 
body and keep It In good condition, 
then your mind and your soul are 
going to be more fit for His service." 
GFEL 
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L A U D I O CENTRON AND M O R E . . . . 
645 Oakley flue., Lynchburg, Ufl 24591 • 894-845-4274 • FaK 884-845-4275 
Light Medical, Inc. would like to 
express their sincere thanks for 
granting us the opportunity to 
meet your medical needs. 
Scott B. Adams, M.D. 
Gregg R. Albers, M.D. 
Ruth Brooks, F.N.P. 
Richard A. Lane, M.D. 
Located on campus 
a25W 
referred to Randlett as one of 
his best friends. 
Randlett began his career as 
minister of a local church, and 
was Invited to Thomas Road 
Baptist Church in July of 
1978. He accepted Dr. David 
Adams' invitation to become 
middle school pastor. 
Three years later, in 1981, he 
began to teach at Liberty, 
again under the direction of 
Adams. He currently teaches 
Youth 201 , a class that Is a 
favorite with students. He Is 
also in charge of the "Real U 
Cafe" college Sunday School 
class a t Thomas Road on 
Sunday mornings. 
"I love the interactions with 
s tuden ts , and to see them 
grow," said Randlett. His one 
desire was to challenge stu-
dents to worldwide ministry. 
His two sons, Mark and Scott, 
are also both involved in 
church work. 
Randlett said he will also 
miss the relationships and 
friends he has formed with his 
co-workers. 
Praise for Randlett extended 
to the highest levels of Liberty 
University leadership. 
"Since I Joined the Liberty 
University family, I have had the 
opportunity to meet and work 
with many outstanding individu-
als. I can think of no one who 
has more demonstrated their 
loyalty, tenacity and support of 
the students," said Liberty presi-
dent Dr. John Borek, Jr. 
"Doug Randlett 's contribu-
tion in the area of youth min-
istry and the Center for 
Ministry Training will forever 
be a standard against which 
others will be measured," 
Borek said in conclusion. 
to 4*1 
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Krogerlngl 
BlgK 
Soft Drinks 
24-pack 12-oz. cans 
3/5 
Chunk Light 
Starkist 
Tuna 
6-02. 
5/* 3 
Poritos 
Tortilla Chips 
6-9-oz. 
3/* 5 
Kroger 
Buttercrust 
Bread 
ZO-oz. 
Cooked Ham, 
Peli Rite Sandwich 0eef or 
Wampler 
Turkey Breast 
Pound 
3 
Chicken Pinner Peal 
Includes: 
•8 pieces Fried Chicken 
or 
•Whole Rotisserle Chicken 
•12 Pinner Rolls or 6 biscuits 
Plus: 
•Z-lbs. Mashed Potatoes 6- Mb. Gravy 
or 
Your choice of Z-lbs. from the following 
American or mustard potato istlad or tweet *• 
creamy cole slaw 
WED 
4 
THUR 
5 
FRI 
6 
SAT 
7 
Items & Prices Good Through November 7,1998 In 
Lynchburg. Copyright 1998 Kroger Mid Atlantic. We 
reserve the right to limit quantities. None sold to 
dealers. 
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Harvest festival 
readies out to 
Lynchburg kids 
OxdirwedjixmPage 1 
development, , brought his 
daughter Emily. He noted that it 
was great to see students reach-
tag out to the community. 
It's neat to see how students 
put their personality into their 
characters,'' he said as Emily 
waited for a balloon animal from 
senior Preston Broadhurst, 
aJca. Juggles the Clown. 
• "This event really \ promotes 
positive relations in the com-
munlry ... they work really 
hard bringing the unsaved to,* 
said Htne. 
After kids finished with games, 
they ventured inside dorm 29, 
where the residents decorated 
each quad With a theme and 
handed out candy. Themes 
ranged from Veggie Tales to a 
safari and a pirate ship and the 
residents seemed to have a great 
time with the kids. 
"A little one dressed like a 
sheep came in and raised his 
arms and said 'baa', said 
Shauna Malcom, a Junior com-
munications major, recalling her 
favorite visitor to the "campfire.'' 
On the second floor in the 
'gingerbread house," parents 
were grateful for all the effort 
ldent assistant Lori Talbot 
the house alone took seven 
urs to decorate. 
'A lot of parents have said that 
even though the kids don't seem 
>thankful, they (the parents) are," 
said senior Betsey Lee. 
11|§ | end the night, kids reached 
|the third floor where students 
staged skits' proclaiming the 
| Gospel message and gave out 
bracelets and pamphlets to kids. 
James Mills. Sheri Johnson 
, and Sarah Joyce performed a 
skit for ages 7-12. In the drama, 
a car accident splits best friends 
forever by the gates of heaven 
and the book of life. 
"It's important for the kids 
to take the message home 
nd share with their par-
nts," said Mills. 
English department presents an 
evening of performance literature 
B Y CHRISTAL THOMPSON 
Champion Reporter 
Liberty University's Department 
of English and Modern 
Languages held Its fifth Seml-
Annual Evening of Performance 
in Literature on Oct. 27. 
About 200 people gathered In 
Fine Arts 101 to hear a variety 
of great literary works per-
formed by a host of students 
and professors. The perform-
ers In the program delivered 
recitations and were also able 
to present some of their origi-
nal stories and poetry to the 
audience members. 
Many of the recitations 
helped to commemorate liter-
ary giants in writing history. 
Junior Scott McGinnls read an 
excerpt from John Milton's 
"Paradise Lost." Linda Grace 
recited a portion of Charles 
Dickens' famous work, "A 
Christmas Carol." 
Senior Corrle Lent/, read "A 
Message About Forgiveness" by 
Corrle ten Boom, the Dutch 
woman Imprisoned by the 
Nazis for her role In helping 
Jews during World War II. The 
poem portrays ten Boom's 
message about forgiveness and 
God's love. 
Liberty professors added to 
the program with their ora-
tions of famous pieces of liter-
ature. English professor Dr. 
Branson Woodard reflected on 
the Immense design of creation 
In his reading of Robert Frost's 
poem, "Stopping by Woods on a 
Snowy Evening." Dr. Chris 
Foley focused on one of Percy 
Byshe Shelley's historic works 
entitled "Ozymandlas." 
Some of the performers recit-
ed original poems and short 
stories adding to 
the literary atmos- • • • • 
phere of the 
evening. Senior 
Sheri Johhson 
shared her sym-
bolic poem "Dusty 
B u t t e r f l i e s . " 
H e a t h e r 
Cantrell deliv-
ered "Mirror," 
an original piece 
describing one's ______•____. 
self-recognition. 
Heidi Stauff-Jones shared a 
collection of original poems. 
"Drifting" was a short poem 
dealing with people's apathy. 
Stauff-Jones also humored the 
attendees with "Freakshow," a 
humorous satirical poem 
decrying peoplr's exploitation 
of others. 
Sophomore 
• • • • • • • • • • • • i Steven B. 
Turchln rec-
ognized his 
grandfather 
In his poem 
"A Walk with 
Death." 
Some of the 
p e r f o r m e r s 
had a spiri-
tual focal 
____________ point within 
their litera-
ture readings. Senior Jessica 
Dressier gave an oration by 
Christina Rossetti entitled "A 
Better Resurrection." Dr. Lily 
Isaac captivated the crowd 
"I truly loved it, because 
I can relate to a lot of the 
poems and literary 
pieces." 
Kristen Kuyatt 
LU junior 
with her recitation of King 
David's Psalm 103. 
Professor Linda Nell Cooper 
Incorporated an original musical 
into the evening of perfor-
mances. Cooper and students 
Larry Cox, Sharon McCall and 
Shelah Simpson reenacted a 
scene from the story "Everland." 
People enjoyed the variety of 
performances and recollection 
of many historic literary works 
"I trul / loved it because I can 
relate to a lot of the poems and 
literary pieces," said Junior 
Kristen Kuyatt. 
Many of the students said 
they anticipate other events 
such as this to take place in the 
near future. "It helps to create a 
passion for literature. It was 
quite inspiring," said senior 
Tom Varner. 
LU students match up well against best 
Liberty's students 
continue to garner 
high academic marks 
against their peers 
B Y B I I X MEYER 
Champion Reporter 
Standardized testing within 
certain majors allows compari-
son with other schools to see 
how LU students stack up. LU 
fares well in most cases. 
Senior math majors, for 
example, are required to take 
the Major Field Achievement 
Test. "It's a nationally normed 
test that probably has 120 to 
200 colleges In the normlng 
group, of which Liberty Is one," 
said Dr. Glyn Wooldrldge, the 
Chairman of the Department of 
Mathematics. 
"It's a good sampling of col-
leges across the country, large 
and small. And we've done very 
well In years past." 
Perhaps the best perfor-
mance by LU math majors was 
in 1997. Joining a pool with 
schools such as the Virginia 
Military Institute, the 
University of Tennessee, the 
U.S. Air Force Academy and 
George Mason University, 
Liberty's students scored in 
the 88th percentile. Also, the 
top half of the LU seniors 
scored In the 99th percentile 
when compared to the math 
majors from other schools. 
When LU biology majors 
have taken the Major Field 
Achievement Test, they have 
proven to be among the best-
prepared students In the coun-
LU biology majors. 
have proven to be 
among the best in 
the country. 
try. In 1998, they ranked in 
the 82nd percentile when com-
pared with their peers from 
other colleges. Also, In 1997 
and 1996, they scored In the 
96th and 97th ______________ 
percentile. 
Dr.. Paul 
Sattler, the 
Chairman of 
t h e 
Department of 
Biology and 
C h e m i s t r y , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
a t t r i b u t e s 
their remarkable success In 
part to the ability of students 
to frequently have access to 
their professors. 
"We get a lot of anecdotal sto-
ries from the students that 
come back and visit. They tell 
us how they thought that, 
coming from a little Christian 
school and going up against 
people from major universities, 
they would have all kinds of 
problems. They say that 
they're as well, If not better, 
prepared," Sattler said. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ "It's not Just 
the curricu-
lum. Part of it's 
the open door 
policy. When 
th ey've got 
questions, they 
come In and 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ask their pro-
fessors. Whereas 
students going to the big state 
universities may only see the 
graduate teaching assistant-
ships," he continued. 
The Nursing Department is dif-
ferent from most other depart-
ments In the respect that Its 
graduates have to take the 
National Council Llcenseshlp 
Examination In order to be certi-
fied in their field. 
Last year, 90 percent of the 
LU nursing graduates passed 
the exam. This year, 88 per-
cent passed; outperforming all 
five Virginia schools that are 
comparable in size to LU. 
This helps make Liberty 
University grads a valuable 
commodity with prospective 
employers. "Of a class of 46 
people, we only had three peo-
ple that didn't have Jobs right 
away upon graduation," said 
Dr. Deanna Britt, the chair-
man of the Liberty Department 
of Nursing. 
"And It was mostly because 
(the 46 grads) chose not to 
immediately look for a Job after 
graduation. About two-thirds 
of them had jobs waiting for 
them when they graduated. 
And the rest of them, as soon 
as they went out, got Jobs." 
I , ) 
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LU debaters finish strong again 
Career Day: The LU Career 
Center will hold its "Career 
Day" on Nov. 5 In the 
DeMoss atrium. Students 
are Invited to come see dis-
plays from many employers 
looking to hire s tudents or 
graduates. 
Liberty theater: The LU 
Department of Fine Arts pre-
sents Its production "The 
Barber of Seville." Performances 
are scheduled for Nov. 13, 
14, 17, 19 and 2 1 . Tickets 
are $5. Call ext. 2318 for 
more Information. 
Career preparation: The 
LU Career Center presents 
a seminar on resume's on 
Thursday, Nov. 12. The dis-
cussion will be held in DH 
107 at 4 p.m. 
Bible Fellowship: "Holy Nation" 
presents its weekly Bible 
Fellowship on Saturday, Nov. 
7. The fellowship will be held 
at 3:30 p.m. at the Prayer 
Chapel followed by Cross-
Cujtural Praise Band tryouts 
at 5 p.m. 
Newsboys Concert: Tickets 
are on sale now for the "Step 
up to the Microphone" tour, 
coming to the Vines Center on 
Dec. 3. Tickets are $14.50. 
The Newsboys will headline 
the concert along with fea-
tured guests Third Day and 
The Waiting. 
Fine Arts Production: The 
Lynchburg Fine Arts Center 
presents Gilbert and 
Sullivan's "Pirates of 
Penzance," Nov. 7, 13, 14,' 20 
and 21 at 8 p.m. and Nov. 8 
and 22 at 2 p.m. Tickets go on 
sale on Nov. 2, and cost from 
$7 to $12. Call 846-3804 or 
stop by the Box Office 
Monday-Saturday from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Church Praise Time: The 
Court Street Baptist Church 
Step Team presents "Jammln' 
for Jesus Stepfest," featuring 
Liberty University "Praise in 
Motion" and many other 
praise teams. The event is 
scheduled for Nov. 7 at 3 p.m. 
For more information, call 
847-8209. 
Coffee House: Tickets are 
now on sale at the Dining Hall 
for a country Coffee House, 
coming up on Friday. Nov. 6. 
Tickets are $2 in advance and 
$3 at the door and are avail-
able on a first-come, first-
served basis. . 
Silent Auction: The Lynchburg 
Fine Arts'Center announces 
its silent auction. The opening 
reception is planned for 
Sunday, Nov. 8 from 2:30 to 
4:30 p.m. Bidding will close on 
Sunday, Dec. 13. Items for 
auction Include watercolors, 
oil paintings, pottery, pho-
tographs and sculpture. 
LU team Impresses 
over the weekend; 
ranked fourth in U.S. 
B Y TRISH HAMPTON 
Champion Reporter 
In the first ranking reports of 
the young season, the Liberty 
University debate team has been 
ranked fourth In the nation. 
Liberty debate has been ranked 
in the top five for the past five 
years, and placed first for two of 
those years. 
Due to the depth of the squad, 
last weekend the debate team 
was able to send teams to two 
different tournaments. Debate 
coaches Mike and Heather Hall 
escorted a group of debaters to 
the Duquesne Tournament in 
Pittsburgh, Pa. Liberty competed 
against schools such as Navy, 
Richmond, and Catholic. 
The Junior varsity team of 
Shanna Twlgg and Leah Fralser 
went all the way to the final 
round of the tournament. 
Another Jv team of Rick Clark 
and Tony Tillle ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ 
made it to the 
semifinals. TUlle 
lead the Jv in 
speaker awards 
by placing an 
impressive sec-
ond. Katey Walker 
placed sixth. 
Twlgg placed 
eighth, and Frasler 
placed tenth. 
"The novice and Jv debators 
have Improved as is evident by 
the speaker awards. They all 
debated really hard this week-
end," commented Heather Hall. 
Head debate coach Brett 
O'Donnell accompanied the 
remainder of the team to the 
West Point Tournament. It was 
the team's first appearance In 
the tournament, and they left a 
mark that will not be forgotten. 
_ ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ _ Winning 
first place 
awards In 
both the 
novice and 
the Jv divi-
sions makes 
this back-to-
back double 
wins for the 
L i b e r t y 
team. 
The team of Jarod Woodard 
and Nick Ylngts won the Jv divi-
sion. Ylngts Irecelved the sixth-
place speaker award. Woodard 
"I was extremely pleased 
with the team's 
performance." 
- Brett O'Donnell 
LU debate coach 
placed tenth. 
David Cooper and Julie Sorge 
won first in the novice division. 
Cooper, also, placed first in speak-
er awards in the novice division. 
"I was extremely pleased 
with the team's performance. 
They continue to get better on 
a weekly basis. Much of our 
continuing success Is based on 
the work of fifth year senior 
s tudent ass i s tan t Bill 
Lawrence," said O'Donnell. 
Lawrence also at tended the 
West Point Tournament. 
These impressive resul ts 
only go to demonstrate the 
strength of the Jv and novice 
squads. This year's team is 
very young and very deep. 
With a little more maturing 
they will be certain to be in 
contention to take the varsity 
division as well. 
Send postings as far in advance as possible to Rick Boyer, c/o 
the Liberty Champion. 
Randlett leaving LU to pursue 
new ministry in Palm Beach 
B Y JENNIFER PAULES 
Champion Reporter 
One of Liberty University's 
longest-serving professors will 
be leaving the school at the 
end of this semester. 
Dr. Doug Randlett will be 
relocating to Florida to become 
the executive director of min-
istries at Christ Fellowship in 
Palm Beach, where he will be 
working under the leadership 
of pastor Tom Mullins. Christ 
Fellowship has grown from 150 
to 4,000 members In less than 
six years. 
Randlett said his Job will be 
to oversee the pastoral staff of 
the church. 
Dr Danny Lovett announced 
Randlett 's depar ture in 
Ministry Chapel on Oct. 30. 
With tears in his eyes and a 
quiver in his voice, Lovett 
Exercise holds many health benefits 
Continued.Jrom Page 1 
exercising Is the best type," said 
Cherie Brickhlll, a registered nurse 
and a certified aerobics Instructor. 
That could include things such as 
aerobic dance, jogging, walking 
briskly or swimming." 
Of those choices, Farver recom-
mends running. "I think for stu-
dents, realizing that they've got 
hectic schedules, running is prob-
ably the best exercise. You can eas-
ily stretch out, get your heart rate 
up Into a training zone within five 
minutes, continue the running for 
20 minutes, keeping your heart 
rate In that training zone, then 
slow down as you terminate your 
running time. 
"Over the nexf. five mipytps, yo,u 
have gotten a 30-minute workout 
time. And If students can do that 
three to four days a week, then 
they will start recognizing over a 
period of time the benefits that IVe 
already cited," she continued. 
There's a common worry that 
Jogging places heavy stress on the 
lower body. But Farver does not 
feel that it should be a concern 
for most people. "As long as Indi-
viduals have.healthy weight-bear-
ing joints, specifically the hip, the 
knee and the ankle, then running 
is not harmful." 
For maximum academic advan-
tage, Brickhlll recommends work-
ing out early In the day. "Exercising 
, releases .endorpjfj^^jqrj^pvrijpody, 
which can make you more alert 
and attentive. It's probably better to 
exercise In the morning, to get the 
natural benefit of those endorphins 
Into your bloodstream." 
As Farver points out, keeping the 
body In good condition is pleasing 
to the Lord. "From God's perspec-
tive, our bodies are the temple In 
which the Holy Spirit lives. 
"And we as Christians maintain 
the perspective that we are one 
being; body, mind and soul. 
Therefore, If you challenge your 
body and keep it in good condition, 
then your mind and your soul are 
going to be more fit for His service." 
GFEL 
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Located on campus 
*25W 
referred to Randlett as one of 
his best friends. 
Randlett began his career as 
minister of a local church, and 
was invited to Thomas Road 
Baptist Church In July of 
1978. He accepted Dr. David 
Adams' invitation to become 
middle school pastor. 
Three years later, In 1981, he 
began to teach at Liberty, 
again under the direction of 
Adams. He currently teaches 
Youth 201 , a class that Is a 
favorite with students. He Is 
also in charge of the "Real U 
Cafe" college Sunday School 
class at Thomas Road on 
Sunday mornings. 
"I love the interactions with 
s tuden ts , and to see them 
grow," said Randlett. His one 
desire was to challenge stu-
dents to worldwide ministry. 
His two sons, Mark and Scott, 
are also both Involved in 
church work. 
Randlett said he will also 
miss the relationships and 
friends he has formed with his 
co-workers. 
Praise for Randlett extended 
to the highest levels of Liberty 
University leadership. 
"Since I joined the Liberty 
University family, I have had the 
opportunity to meet and work 
with many outstanding Individu-
als. I can think of no one who 
has more demonstrated their 
loyalty, tenacity and support of 
the students," said Liberty presi-
dent Dr. John Borek, Jr. 
"Doug Randlett 's contribu-
tion in the area of youth min-
istry and the Center for 
Ministry Training will forever 
be a standard against which 
others will be measured," 
Borek said in conclusion. 
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Harvest festival 
reaches out to 
Lynchburg kids 
ContinuedJhm Page I 
development, . brought his 
daughter Etntiy. He noted that it 
was great to see students reach-
ing out to the community. 
I t ' s neat to see how students 
put their personality into their 
characters," he said as Emily 
waited for a balloon animal from 
senior Preston Broadhurst, 
flufca. Juggles the CloWri; 
"This event really (promotes 
positive relations in the com-
munity ... they work realty 
hard bringing the unsaved In,* 
said Hlne. 
, After kids finished with games, 
they ventured inside dorm 29, 
where the residents decorated 
each quad with a theme and 
handed out candy. Themes 
ranged from Veggie Tales to a 
safari and a pirate ship and the 
residents seemed to have a great 
time with the kids. 
"A little one dressed like a 
sheep came in and raised his 
arms and said 'baa', said 
Shauna Malcom, a Junior com-
munications major, recalling her 
favorite visitor to the "campftre." 
On the second floor in the 
'gingerbread house," parents 
were grateful for all the effort 
Resident assistant Lori Talbot 
said the house alone took seven 
hours to decorate. 
A lot of parents have said that 
though the kids don't seem 
vtheyJhe parents) are," 
senior Betsey Lee. 
? j end the night, kids reached 
&e third floor where students 
skits' proclaiming the 
I message and gave out 
bracelets and pamphlets to kids. 
James MUls, Sheri Johnson 
v and Sarah Joyce performed a 
skit'for ages 7-12. In the drama, 
a car accident splits best friends 
forever by the gates of heaven 
and the book of life. 
"It's important for the kids 
to take the message home 
and share with their par-
> ents," said Mills. 
i! 
English department presents an 
evening of performance literature 
B Y CHRISTAL THOMPSON 
Champion Reporter 
Liberty University's Department 
of English and Modern 
Languages held Its fifth Semi-
Annual Evening of Performance 
In Literature on Oct. 27. 
About 200 people gathered In 
Fine Arts 101 to hear a variety 
of great literary works per-
formed by a host of students 
and professors. The perform-
ers In the program delivered 
recitations and were also able 
to present some of their origi-
nal stories and poetry to the 
audience members. 
Many of the recitations 
helped to commemorate liter-
ary giants In writing history. 
Junior Scott McGlnnls read an 
excerpt from J o h n Milton's 
"Paradise Lost." Linda Grace 
recited a portion of Charles 
Dickens' famous work, "A 
Christmas Carol." 
Senior Corrle Lentz read "A 
Message About Forgiveness" by 
Corrle ten Boom, the Dutch 
woman Imprisoned by the 
Nazis for her role In helping 
Jews during World War II. The 
poem portrays ten Boom's 
message about forgiveness and 
God's love. 
Liberty professors added to 
the program with their ora-
tions of famous pieces of liter-
ature. English professor Dr. 
Branson Woodard reflected on 
the Immense design of creation 
In his reading of Robert Frost's 
poem, "Stopping by Woods on a 
Snowy Evening." Dr. Chris 
Foley focused on one of Percy 
Byshe Shelley's historic works 
entitled "Ozymandlas." 
Some of the performers recit-
ed original poems and short 
stories adding to 
the literary atmos-
phere of the 
evening. Senior 
Sherl Johnson 
shared her sym-
bolic poem "Dusty 
B u t t e r f l i e s . " 
H e a t h e r 
Cantrell deliv-
ered "Mirror," 
an original piece 
describing one's _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ « , 
self-recognition. 
Heidi Stauff-Jones shared a 
collection of original poems. 
"Drifting" was a short poem 
dealing with people's apathy. 
Stauff-Jones also humored the 
attendees with "Freakshow," a 
humorous sat ir ical poem 
decrying peoplr's exploitation 
of others. 
Sophomore 
• • • • • • • • • • i Steven B. 
Turchln rec-
ognized his 
g r a n d f a t h e r 
In his poem 
"A Walk with 
Death." 
Some of the 
p e r f o r m e r s 
had a spiri-
tual focal 
point within 
their litera-
ture readings. Senior Jessica 
Dressier gave an oration by 
Christina Rossettl entitled "A 
Better Resurrection." Dr. Lily 
Isaac captivated the crowd 
"I truly loved it, because 
I can relate to a lot of the 
poems and literary 
pieces." 
- Kristen Kuyatt 
LU junior 
with her recitation of King 
David's Psalm 103. 
Professor Linda Nell Cooper 
Incorporated an original musical 
into the evening of perfor-
mances. Cooper and students 
Larry Cox, Sharon McCall and 
Shelah Simpson reenacted a 
scene from the story "Everland." 
People enjoyed the variety of 
performances and recollection 
of many historic literary works 
"I truly' loved it because I can 
relate to a lot of the poems and 
literary pieces," said Junior 
Kristen Kuyatt. 
Many of the students said 
they anticipate other events 
such as this to take place In the 
near future. "It helps to create a 
passion for literature. It was 
quite inspiring," said senior 
Tom Varner. 
LU students match up well against best 
Liberty's students 
continue to garner 
high academic marks 
against their peers 
BY g»A MEYER 
Champion Reporter 
Standardized testing within 
certain majors allows compari-
son with other schools to see 
how LU students stack up. LU 
fares well In most cases. 
Senior math majors, for 
example, are required to take 
the Major Field Achievement 
Test. "It's a nationally normed 
test that probably has 120 to 
200 colleges In the normlng 
group, of which Liberty is one," 
said Dr. Glyn Wooldridge, the 
Chairman of the Department of 
Mathematics. 
"It's a good sampling of col-
leges across the country, large 
and small. And we've done very 
well In years past." 
Perhaps the best perfor-
mance by LU math majors was 
in 1997. Joining a pool with 
schools such as the Virginia 
Military Inst i tute , the 
University of Tennessee, the 
U.S. Air Force Academy and 
George Mason University, 
Liberty's s tudents scored in 
the 88th percentile. Also, the 
top half of the LU seniors 
scored in the 99th percentile 
when compared to the math 
majors from other schools. 
When LU biology majors 
have taken the Major Field 
Achievement Test, they have 
proven to be among the best-
prepared students in the coun-
LU biology majors. 
have proven to be 
among the best in 
the country. 
try. In 1998, they ranked In 
the 82nd percentile when com-
pared with their peers from 
other colleges. Also, In 1997 
and 1996, they scored in the 
96th and 97th ^
-
_ ^ ^ ^ _ _ 
percentile. 
Dr. Paul 
Sattler, the 
Chairman of 
t h e 
Department of 
Biology and 
C h e m i s t r y , _ — « — _ _ _ _ _ _ • 
a t t r i b u t e s 
their remarkable success In 
part to the ability of students 
to frequently have access to 
their professors. 
"We get a lot of anecdotal sto-
ries from the s tudents that 
come back and visit. They tell 
u s how they thought that , 
coming from a little Christian 
school and going up against 
people from major universities, 
they would have all kinds of 
problems. They say tha t 
they're as well, If not better, 
prepared," Sattler said. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — "It's not Just 
the curricu-
lum. Part of It's 
the open door 
policy. When 
they've got 
questions, they 
come In and 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ask their pro-
fessors. Whereas 
students going to the big state 
universities may only see the 
graduate teaching assistant-
ships," he continued. 
The Nursing Department is dif-
ferent from most other depart-
ments in the respect that its 
graduates have to take the 
National Council Llcenseshlp 
Examination in order to be certi-
fied in their field. 
Last year, 90 percent of the 
LU nursing graduates passed 
the exam. This year, 88 per-
cent passed; outperforming all 
five Virginia schools that are 
comparable in size to LU. 
This helps make Liberty 
University grads a valuable 
commodity with prospective 
employers. "Of a class of 46 
people, we only had three peo-
ple that didn't have Jobs right 
away upon graduation," said 
Dr. Deanna Britt, the chair-
man of the Liberty Department 
of Nursing. 
"And It was mostly because 
(the 46 grads) chose not to 
immediately look for a Job after 
graduation. About two-thirds 
of them had Jobs waiting for 
them when they graduated. 
And the rest of them, as soon 
as they went out, got Jobs." 
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Enrollment figures call for growth 
BY RICK BOYER 
News Editor 
A potential explosion of 
Liberty's enrollment was the topic 
ofdlscusslon at an open forum for 
Liberty faculty on Oct. 27. 
Dr. Ellen Black, LU Vice-pres-
ident for Planning, Research 
and Assessment moderated the 
meeting, fielding faculty ques-
tions and concerns and taking 
their suggestions. 
6lack unveiled a set of fig-
ures detailing proposed enroll-
ment projections for the next 
seven years. The numbers rep-
resent an ambitious plan to 
keep LU in the forefront 
among Christian universities. 
Plans call for LU to pursue 
enrollment of 5,000 students 
i n ' the External Degree 
Program (EDP) alone in 1999. 
On-campus enrollment, mean-
while, is projected to top out 
at ;5,800 next year. 
Those numbers are expected 
to j ump to 7,500 in EDP and 
6,750 on-campus in 2000 and 
to ,J 5,000 and 10,500 by 2005. 
. t -
Asked if these figures are with-
in reach, Black said she believes 
they are. Noting that the figures 
are projections, not promises, she 
stated as an examp.le that Regent 
University in Virginia Beach 
plans to have over 200,000 stu-
dents in an external program. 
Black said if Liberty Is to reach 
these figures, ^m^^^^^^^^m 
it will require a 
"We want Liberty to be that 
school on their radar screen." 
Black also addressed the logis-
tical problems of such an 
increase In student population. 
One communications professor 
stressed that facilities are already 
overworked in his department 
with current enrollment alone. 
« ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Black said 
more aggres-
sive mode of 
marketing the 
school. She 
said the neces-
sary changes 
are underway 
now. 
"We are m 
going out into 
fairs," she said 
'What happens in the 
class is Christian 
education." 
Dr. Ellen Black 
Forum moderator 
many college 
"We are tar-
geting the young people In the 
church." 
She said the church and 
Christian high schools are the 
main source from which new 
students will be drawn. "There 
are tens of t housands of 
Christian kids who aren't even 
looking at Liberty," she noted. 
plans for addi-
tions to the 
DeMoss building 
take into account 
the needs for 
adequate acad-
emic space for 
c o m m u n i c a -
lions and for 
"^-^^~^™—• other depart-
ments as well. 
Dr. Boyd Rist. VP for 
Academic Affairs, has been 
working with all the academic 
deans to project the space 
needs for each school. 
"We're looking very closely a t 
national averages of square 
footage needed to meet stu-
dent naeds," she said. "All that 
is being plotted out based on 
these (enrollment) figures." 
She said LU Is in the process 
of meeting housing needs for 
the influx of new students. 
The new Dorm 33 is the first 
s tep, and several further 
dorms are planned. 
Finally, Black said more fac-
ulty will be necessary in order 
to serve the Increased popula-
tion. Rist is closely monitoring 
new faculty needs based on 
projected enrollment. 
Dr. Branson Woodard 
expressed concern that the 
Christian mission of Liberty not 
be left behind in the press for 
expansion. Black said that mis-
sion Is the first priority for the 
school. "What happens In the 
class Is Christian education," she 
said, adding that professors 
should keep the Christian empha-
sis at the forefront. 
The feeling of the faculty 
members on hand as they faced 
plans for the future was perhaps 
summed up best by Woodarrf's 
closing prayer. "Lord, help us to 
think as You would think and do 
what You want done." 
liberty Telephone Services 
answers student concerns 
Continuedfrom Page 1 
were before. But he said on the 
wBole, the new system seems to 
be-worklng better. "Most students 
IVe explained this to, they're actu-
a l^ elated once they understand 
lt^Spearin stated. 
Asked why bills are not Issued 
tofieach dorm room, rather than 
ecah Individual M H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
s t u d e n t , 
Stearin said if 
bi^s were Issued 
by dorm room, it 
would be impos-
sible to decide 
which resident 
of each room to 
mail the bill to 
and problems 
wbuld likely 
"This is not a profit-
making venture, it's a 
break-even venture." 
— Fred Spearin 
Telephone Services 
Plus, he said, if phone bills were 
Issued by room, "It would have to 
be more than $10 a month." 
Asked If the phone bill might be 
Integrated as a part of tuition 
charges in the future, Spearin said 
"it's a once-a-month bill till the 
end of the least; contract" with 
ACC Telecom. 
ACC serves 106 colleges and 
^ m m universities In 
the northeast-
ern United 
States; 
Spearin said 
the ACC fees 
match Bell 
Atlantic fees for 
long distance 
calls, plus a 
courtesy charge. 
He recalled the 
.'ear, before ACC artse tactweert roommates tavtrytag--— problems last 
to^declde. who' w o u j & j j a ^ w h ^ 
pftt of the bill. It's simpler and ates the currerif system. He said 
students are now highly unlikely 
to face the frustrations of being 
fsgjier, he said, to simply charge a 
fl|t fee to each resident student 
I 
I 
I 
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Gaetano }s 
Italian-American Cafe 
LUNCH 
SPECIAL 
$4.95 
1 1 : 0 0 a m t o 2 : 3 0 p m 
M o n d a y - F r i d a y 
I N H O U S E O N L Y - N O D E L I V E R I E S 
«tt. 
% 
Oft 
\tk 
16" PIZZA* wi 
t** 0* 
TOTAIi OF 
RDDITIONRL TOPPINGS...Sl.BBEflCH 
-MENU flUHILRBLE UPON REQUEST-
237-5500 FAX: 237-5522 
WARDS ROAD ACROSS FROM AIRPORT 
M0H»8AT UAM-lOPft SUN N0ON-9PM 
unable to call off-campus during 
times of peak telephone use. 
He said the new system pro-
vides enough lines to handle 
Internet traffic and calls off-
campus without being over-
loaded. "The old switch • was 
overloaded. It was about 10 
years old and becoming a main-
tenance issue," he said. 
This plus the benefits of unlim-
ited local calls, voice mall services 
and caller ID capability, make the 
new system a good deal financial-
ly, Spearin said. 
He said Telephone Services, in 
conjunction with the committee 
that decided on the new system, Is 
trying to provide students with 
telephone capacity at the lowest 
possible price. He said the goal is 
to assist students. 
"This is not a profit-making 
ve,pturef J£s, & b4S*»k-ey£n ven-
turer* he sad: 
"We acted very wisely and very 
prudently with the Lord's money." 
M%6 Httz. 
CfatlC 9kt 
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Positive Thinkine 
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T h o m a s Loving 
WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS—One student's 
opinion on the delay in Food Court construction. 
G R A N D 
O P E N I N G 
G E N E R A L N U T R I T I O N CENTERS 
L I V 
Come celebrate the Grand Opening 
of GNC's Newest Store! 
We carry: 
EAS Twinlab 
Solgar Nature's Way 
And Much More! 
L I 
The Vil lage Courts 
S h o p p i n g C e n t e r 
4119 B o o n s b o r o R d . 
(Next t o H a r r i s Tee te r ) 
(804) 386-9270 
O p e n 7 Days 
F i^oinjTansiiRrmsQpar 
S A V E 2 0 % 
Get 20% OFF anything in the store. Not Valid with any other 
discount offer or for purchase of GNC Gojd Card. 
Good only at The Village t:6urts"Center GNCl' 
exp. 12/31/98 
i 
i 
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YOU PICK! 
People. |ust Ilka (lowers, 
need sunshine to sur-
vive and thrive. Thai's 
why tanning Is smart, 
and avoiding sunlight 
may be dangerous in the 
long run Did you know: 
* Sl'l makers, women's 
magazines, and some 
doctor! make billions 
of dollars by scaring 
you about die sun. 
* Actual research shows 
thai no tun is riskier 
than tanning "SMART." 
• Skin damage hat been 
linked to sunburn, not 
to "SMART" launiug. 
• Our trail is Smart 
Tan un i f i ed trained 
lo serve yon better. 
Learn more about the 
benefits ol tanning at 
our "SMART" salon. 
r 
• 
1/2 OFF 1 s t Visit! 
Tues. - Fri. 
Sat & Sun. 
8:30-5:00 
11:00-3:00 
SSr^? 
SKA Professional Tanning 
Oten Ferguson • Owner 
pntiM («o4) sawwoo 
Suite 0 
itfMMMtra,VAB4sae 
Tn*WvM%Flr*t&Onlj/HiytiO0tb*ttoiiTiini*v5it»tminl 
I'TnTTT' 
time to get down to business! 
We're with you. At 
Regent, we've created 
an M.B.A. and an M.A. 
in Management 
that's perfect 
for today's 
rising entre-
preneur or 
executive, even 
if you don't already 
have a business back-
ground. The Graduate 
School of Business will 
give you a world-class 
education, whether you 
choose to study on-
cwtftt* 
campus or through 
online/distance educa-
tion. You'll Learn It. 
You'll Live It! 
Plus you'll get a 
real-world busi-
ness internship 
that will set 
you apart from 
the rest. Take the 
Regent Graduate 
School of Business CD 
Tour. See what sets us 
apart from the rest-
then call or e-mail for a 
free prospectus. 
o^n i t / 1» 
VeC>ie i t / 
/ S
^ i i ^ y 
Call 1-800-477-3642 
or e-mail 
bizschool@regent.edu 
<> 
M REGENT 
•vi:/-:UNlVEI^SITY 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
VIIU.INIA 151 ACII, VA 23464 
Regent University admits students of any race, gender, disability, color, ami naiiom ethnic origin. 
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New faces, 
ideas mark 
SGA session 
Conumrndfrom Page 1 
be open an extra hour, clos-
ing at 7 p.m. Sunday library 
hours will also be under 
consideration in the future. 
Claaa Officer Changes 
i The title of senior class 
president was up for grabs 
after election vlctbr Joey 
Barney declined hfe nomi-
nated position. Left with a 
gap in leadership, SGA has 
spent the last few weeks 
correcting the problem. 
After discussion of the 
SGA constitution, Thompson 
appointed Laurie Battle 
to the empty leadership 
role, as well as her selec-
tion for vice president; 
Lisa Abee. The selection 
of both representatives 
was approved without 
contest by the SGA. 
Michael Kostiew, vice 
president of student affairs, 
regulated the process during 
the Oct. 29 meeting. He 
referred to the SGA constitu-
tion, noting that he and the 
other members of the Senate 
had hoped to stay within Its 
boundaries. 
"This has not happened 
in the past,* he said., "We 
attempted to read the 
constitution as explicitly 
as possible." 
Vetoing the Line-Item Veto 
Senator Howard Thomas 
authored a, line-item veto 
measure for consideration 
in the Senate. The bill 
would give Thompson the 
ability to cut and paste bills 
passed through the Senate 
before final approval. 
"It's not going to give the 
president more power," 
Thomas claimed in defense 
of the bill. However, the 
Senate failed to reach the 
three-fourths majority need-
ed for constitutional adjust-
ments. The bill failed with a 
J25-21 vote. 
Commuter students: 
Where are you? 
TO 
B Y CHRISSY REMSBERO 
Copy Manager 
"The easy thing Is to focus on 
what Is not being done, my con-
cern Is focusing on what we can do 
to make a difference," said Dean 
Gomes, Office of Commuter 
Students in reference to changes 
In the commuter office. 
After the recent distribution of 
the Liberty telephone directories 
some commuter students were 
left feeling confused. The new 
directories did not contain any of 
the addresses or telephone num-
bers for the off-campus stu-
dents. This was Just one change 
that caught commuter students 
off guard this year. 
According to Sandy Wallen, 
office manager from the Office of 
Commuter Students, commuters 
were not Included In the new 
directory because of a lack of Infor-
mation. "We did not receive any 
Information from the registrar's 
office, because of some computer 
glitches," said Wallen. 
Mailboxes In the LU Post Office 
have also been changed this year. 
Commuters no longer have post 
office boxes here on campus. 
According to Post Office Manager 
Mike Swaney the facility was not 
equipped for the number of stu-
dents using 1L 
"I did extensive research at 
James Madison University and 
other surrounding colleges to 
learn how they served their stu-
dent bodies. I found that they did 
not provide service1, for their off 
campus students," said Swaney. 
There are 2,250 boxes currently 
serving the Liberty community. 
According to Swaney; as a result of 
the changes, there are now two to 
three students per box as opposed 
to the six per box last year. 
Swaney said that the main rea-
son for the change was for the 
security of those utilizing the 
campus post office. The long-
term goal is to have only one stu-
dent per box. 
The changes seem to have cre-
ated a sort of commuter confu-
sion, as students are now almost 
completely isolated from any and 
all pertinent Information. 
According to Wallen, efforts are 
being made to keep the lines of 
c o m m u n i c a -
tion open, but 
the process is 
a difficult one. 
C o m m u t e r 
b u l l e t i n 
boards are 
updated on a 
weekly basis 
and a web 
page will soon 
be up to keep 
s t u d e n t s 
Informed ion 
c u r r e n t 
e v e n t s . 
C o m m u t e r 
convocations 
and the 
C o m m u t i n g 
Times, a pub-
lication produced by the Office of 
Commuter Students to Inform 
students of current events are 
also intended to help remedy 
the problem. 
Any information regarding stu-
dent bills and registration Is left 
f O M rm mm X *<m m m 
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Commiftzx&z 
Please send your' 
name and addresses 
to the Office 
of Commuter 
Students at 
sjwallen@liberty.edu 
to the Individual departments for 
mailing. Therefore, only those 
students who have turned in 
mailing information to the regis-
trar's office will be receiving 
these things personally. 
Everything else 
will be mailed , 
home to the stu- , 
dent's parents. . 
According to 
Wallen there Is 
some hope for 
the solution of 
these commuter 
woes. J a n e t 
Mosier, a Liberty 
student, is cur-
rently working 
with Wallen to 
compile a list of 
c o m m u t e r 
addresses and 
telephone num-
bers to put 
together a com-
muter directory. 
Wallen said the most difficult 
thing Is getting all the numbers 
and addresses together to make It 
available to students. 
"We want to better the situation. 
We're Just limited In 
resources," said Wallen. 
"We're Just About Every Store In Town 
A Consignment Shop Specializing 
in Name Brand's and Housewares 
Express Levi's Gap Limited 
5 0 - 7 0 % Off Retail Prices 
Hours: Mon-Fri . 11-5, S a t 10-4 
2126B Lakeside Dr. Lynchburg, VA 24501 
Just taka 28 to S01 North, Turn Right onto 
Lakaalda Dr. atora Looatad on Lafl. aoroaa from Hyundai 
385-4722 
Jr.1 
our 
The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 1999 
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan 
Learn about Japanese culture and people 
Gain international experience 
Requirements 
> Have an excellent command of the English language 
• Obtain a bachelor's degree by June 30,1999 
• Be a U.S. cilizep 
• Bo willing to relocate to Japan for one year 
A JET Program Representative will be at Liberty University on Wednesday, Nov. 4 for 
an Information Session from 4:30 - 6:00pm at the Career Center, DH 107. Contact the 
Career Planning & Placement Office or call the JET Ottice at 202-238-6772 
Waterlick Dairy Queen 
237-7030 
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A word from 
the news 
editor 
Iget laughed at all the time by various members of* the Champion staff {who shall 
remain nameless to protect 
the guilty) for being so opin-
ionated. 1 guess they're right. 1 
see everything in terms of 
black and white. Life holds 
few gray areas for me. Either 
it's right or it's wrong. 
Maybe one-sided is a better 
word. I guess I've always 
looked at God as a muscle 
man in the sky who's j u s t 
waiting for me to take a wrong 
turn before he knocks rne into 
next week. 
I've seen another side of 
Him this semester- With the 
pressure of school, work, the 
Champion, etc. I've needed 
Someone to take my side a bit. 
1 think I've found Him, Maybe 
I can use th i s space to 
encourage someone else this 
week. 
One common college afflic-
tion is loneliness. Sometimes 
ft seems as if the loneliest 
place in the world is In the 
middle of a crowd of happy, 
busy people when you're 
stressed to the max and not a 
one of those happy people can 
do a thing to relieve th&pres-
sure. / A 
So I've been noticing verses 
about the presence of God. 
Try it sometime; I bet you'll 
feel »t too. "Lo, 1 am with you 
always, even unto the end of 
the world" tMatt. 28:20}. 
Comforting, Isn't it? God's 
never too pushed with His 
own problems to attend to 
mine. He's never too busy 
with the problems of others to 
be on time for me. All I have to 
do is stop for a minute and let 
Him talk. Jus t passing Huh in 
the hall won't do It. He gives 
the promise, "Draw nigh to 
God and He will draw nigh to 
you" (James 4:11). 
This past summer, stuck in 
a hated construction job, I 
spent a bit too m u c h t i m e 
questioning if bod knew, and 
if He cared. Was I really regis-
tering on His radar screen? 
Since school started, IVe 
begun to have my questions 
answered, 
"You are precious In my 
sight, because you are hon-
ored and 1 love you" (Is. 43:4), 
The' Lord can be better even 
than the human communica-
tion we all find ourselves 
seeking. "'And I will be a 
lather to them, and they shall 
be ray sons and daughters,' 
saith the Lord Almighty* (2 
Cor. 6:18). Or fn Proverbs, 
"There Is a friend that stlcketh 
closer than a brother" (Prov. 
18.24). 
IVe even asked whether God 
could be trusted to know and 
do what is best for me. 
Sometimes I've felt that He 
may be accomplishing His 
purpose, but that I'm Just a 
checker on His vast checker-
board, a cog in a machine per-
haps. 
IVe received an answer to 
that question too. Jeremiah 
tells us, "For I know the plans 
1 have for you. saith the Lord; 
plans to prosper you and not 
to harm you, plans to give you 
hope and a future" (Jer. 
32:27). Not only do I figure 
Into God's plan; His plan for 
me is just that, FOR ME. 
And I can trust Him to be 
able to accomplish what 1 
need. "The Lord's hand is not 
shortened that it cannot save* 
(Is. 59:1). Or try this, "Nothing 
is too hard for me" (Jer. 
32:27). 
Maybe you've asked God 
some hard questions this 
semester. Go ahead. He's 
waiting to answer. He's wait-
ing to "show Himself strong in 
the behalf of those whose 
heart is perfect toward Him* 
(2Chr. 16:9). 
As Psalm 145:9 puts It, 
"Truly God is good to all: His 
I" tender mercies are oyer all His works." ' - • — ^ * • • • • 
ultimedia 
Seminary student 
shares the gospel 
through innovative 
technology 
inistry 
Imagine if you could actually see God working in your life instead of just believing that He's there. You might wel-come the experience. You might detest it. But you would 
certainly be forced to make a decision about how to respond 
to Him. 
This is the result one Liberty seminary student is aiming 
for by starting a new ministry that combines multimedia 
with ministry. First-year Master of Divinity student Ben 
Arment recently created an organization called 
Histcrytellers, which seeks to spread the Gospel through 
live multimedia performances. 
Each program combines the art of storytelling with live 
music, drama, video and special effects for a captivating, 
life-changing presentation. By using some of the most powerful multimedia develop-
ment tools available, Historytellers produces high-end productions for the stage and 
the desktop. 
"I was inspired to create a multimedia ministry by going to planetariums when I 
was a little kid," said Arment. "I remember sitting in those reclined chairs and think-
ing that 1 was looking up at an actual night sky. Historytellers uses the same princi-
ple of virtual reality to show people how God is working in their lives. We call it vir-
tual spirituality." 
Before Arment came to Liberty. he worked as an advertising writer and producer in 
Dayton. Ohio for two years. While working 
at a top business-to-business agency, he 
met and befriended a senior art director 
named Brian Wilson, who is serving as the 
ministry's creative director. 
Although Wilson and Arment have never 
produced a live event under the name of 
Historytellers, the pair teamed up for, a 
series of evangelistic events last summer at 
a community theater in Arment's home-
town of Tipp City, Ohio. 
"The people in our audiences were pret-
ty amazed at some of the ways we integrat-
ed media," said Wilson. "They had never 
seen a song performed by a live band with 
skits going on between choruses and a 
video collage being projected in the back-
ground. The software tools we're using 
enable us to create seemingly complex 
arrangements of multimedia without any 
complexity at all." 
Historytellers' audiences are guided 
through a series of stories that are crafted 
from music, narration and visual effects for 
a truly multi-sensory performance. All of 
the senses have to be addressed if these 
1 
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SHARING THE GOSPEL -
Arment is the creator of the 
Historytellers ministry. 
BEN ARMENT 
Ben 
programs are to simulate reality in a convincing way. 
"Historytellers strives to communicate that even though our lives are stories about 
people, they are divinely authored by God," said Arment. "We may plan our steps, but 
God directs our path! For this reason, we are telling His story." 
The first program Historytellers has created is called "The Spirit World," which 
relates the true story of God's hidden underworld and how it interacts with people on 
a daily basis. The theme brings to mind the best-selling series of books by Frank 
Peretti, which popularized angels In the early 90s. 
"The Bible says that we are surrounded by thousands of Invisible creatures at any 
given moment," said Arment. "In The Spirit World,' Historytellers presents a capti-
vating documentary about these spiritual forces by combining live music, special 
effects and true stories of angel encounters." 
Arment would like to present the first performance of "The Spirit World" in the 
Lynchburg area, but needs to recruit talented volunteers, including singers, bands, 
actors and technicians lor lighting and sound. If Historytellers is successful, the pro-
gram will be taken to churches and theaters throughout the country. 
Historytellers may be taking a fresh approach to ministry, but the art of storytelling 
has been around for centuries. In fact, Christ often told stories in the form of para-
bles to help articulate His message to believers. 
"Jesus was once asked to explain the purpose of the parable," said Arment. "His 
response was neither simple nor expected. For those who seek God, it is to reveal Him 
more clearly. For those who do not seek Him, it is to simply entertain. Audiences will 
come away from Historytellers either entertained or enlightened. Whether they see 
God's handiwork in the experiences of their lives will depend on whether they seek 
Him." 
By integrating multimedia with ministry, Arment believes Historytellers will begin 
a new revolution called "digital evangelism." He explained that many churches have 
recognized the need for integrating media !'<nto services but need to go beyond show-
ing lyrics to hymns on overhead projectors: 
"In this age of information technology," said Arment, " 'Go Ye' is now a command 
on your keyboard." / 
For more information, contact Arment at (804) 385-0626, or visit the Historytellers 
Web site at www.historytellers.com. 
— By Ben Arment 
die Talk goes supernatural 
By H a n n a h Ladwig 
Life! Reporter 
What 's so superna tura l about dc Talk's newest CD? The "Supernatural" album's 106,213 premier week sales alone, which is 
the greatest number of albums ever sold in the 
Christian marketplace in that space of time, are sig-
nificant enough to warrant praise. 
The CD debuted at No. 4 on Billboard's Top 200 
Albums, sandwiched between shock-rockers Kiss 
(No. 3) and Marilyn Manson (No. 5), now the highest 
debut for a Christian rock artist in Billboard's Top 
200 history. 
Mention that dc Talk has collected two platinum 
albums, one gold album, two gold videos, three 
Grammy awards and numerous Dove awards since 
1989 when their first album, self-titled "dc Talk" 
was released and an impressive picture unfolds. 
But former LU students Toby McKeehan, Michael 
Talt and Kevin Max bring new meaning to the word 
"supernatural" in the title track as they sing about 
God being in control. "You're not so far away/ 'Cause 
I can feel your power surging through/the whole of 
me." 
The group uses a variety of musical influences as 
they create their unique tapestry of sounds. 
"It ("Supernatural") reminds me of a novel," said 
Tait, writing in the official dc Talk web site. "Each 
song is a chapter filled with all kinds of interesting 
stories and concepts or situations that we've lived 
through." 
For the first time, the group sat down and wrote 
each line of each song together. 
"It was great to know we could do a record togeth-
er and not kill each other," Tait said in an interview 
with CCM magazine. "It was all three guys working 
full-time in the kitchen to make this smorgasbord of 
a meal." 
While dc Talk was originally known as a rap/h ip-
hop group, they have not settled into any one style, 
nor do they plan to. 
"We really let our different musical backgrounds 
show in what we do and how we've written," said 
Max in CCM. "We're not a rock band, a pop band or 
a blues band. We collect every bit of musical Inertia 
out there and put it together." j 
Styles in "Supernatural" range from the power 
chords In "It's Killing Me," to the 80s pop punk beat 
in "Since I Met You" to the romantic lyrics of 
"Godsend." 
"We had to blow off fabrications and make a record 
that was real life, a record that flowed through us," 
said McKeehan In CCM. "It was a record of who we 
are and where we are as people right now In our 
walks with Christ." 
The group has faced many questions about cross-
ing over into the secular market, as they have signed i 
a contract with the general label Virgin Records. 
They will be singing "My Deliverer" In the sound-
track of the original animated feature, "Prince of 
Egypt" and have submitted "The Truth" for the X-
Files "Fight the Future" movie soundtrack. 
But McKeehan, Tait and Max have determined 
never to sacrifice their spiritual message for a poten-
tially larger audience. 
In the song "My Friend (So Long)" they address 
that issue as they sing about a mythical band mem-
ber who leaves to become a Top 40 singer and how 
they see this harming his Christian testimony. 
"And I remember when you used to say / ' Jesus Is 
the way'/I never thought I'd see your light begin to 
fade ... The situation's awfully dim/Should we up 
and go with him/No way." 
Says McKeehan in the dc Talk web site, "I think 
this album will come back to convict us . Ultimately 
we are speaking to ourselves. We haVe to decide if 
the things of the spirit are more intriguing than the 
flesh." 
According to Student Life, dc Talk will be touring 
next year with the W's and Jennifer Knapp, and a 
concert is tentatively scheduled for April 10 in the 
Vines Center. 
"Supernatural" is available as a CD in the LU 
bookstore for $17.98. 
A RECORDBREAKING RECORDING — dc Talk's 
Supernatural CD debuted at no. 4 on Billboard's Top 
200, the highest debut for Christian rock artists. 
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MATT HJEMBO 
Eat 'em up — Sophomore Kenny Queen and sophomore Seth Huber enjoy one of the most popular foods served by Marriott - the chick-
en sandwich. 
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LU Dining Services, the culinary institution formerly known as "Marriott," 
provides thousands of resident students with convenient meals each day. Many 
students even add their own twist to the food served in the dining hall. 
These pages feature several of these personal recipes, for you to experiment with and enjoy. 
Who knows, the next Martha Stewart may live right here on Liberty Mountain.!-.. — 
<( DR. W A T S O N " 
By Chris Daily, Sophomore 
Plain bagel 
Chicken patty 
Bacon or ham 
BBQ sauce 
Coleslaw 
Stack above ingredients between bagel 
slices. 
P i z z a Bfiifjel 
By Melissa Turner, Junior 
Bagel 
Spaghetti sauce 
Provolone Cheese 
Pepperoni 
Bacon 
Spread spaghetti sauce on one half of 
. bagel and stack cheese, 
pepperoni and bacon on top. Microwave 
until cheese melts. 
Milky Way 
By Denise McDonald, Sophomore 
Hot Chocolate 
Caramel 
Chocolate Syrup 
Coffee (optional) 
Add a small amount of caramel, hot 
chocolate and coffee to 
cup of hot chocolate. Stir well. 
MATT HJEMBO 
Yum! Yum! — Dorm students enjoy a carefully prepared meal in the comfort of the 
LU Dining Services cafeteria. 
Trait Mix 
By Jen Pillath, Senior 
Ingredients: 
Chocolate Chips 
Raisins 
Sunflower Seeds 
Mix desired amounts 
of above together 
and enjoy. 
By Rachel Gaines, Senior 
Toasted Onion Bagel 
Turkey 
Cheese 
Alfalfa Sprouts 
Pepperoni 
Spinach leaves 
After making sandwich, heat in microwave 
until cheese melts. 
Then spread ranch dip on inside. 
Sweeter Potato 
By Tess Harris, Senior 
Sweet Potato 
Pineapple 
Brown sugar 
Cinnamon 
Mash sweet potato. Add brown sugar and 
cinnamon. Dice 
pineapple and add to top. 
Waffle Sandwich 
By Lisa Cone, Junior 
1/4 Square waffle 
Ice cream or yogurt 
1/4 Square waffle 
Place ice cream between waffles and 
enjoy. 
V 
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.. Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty" (2 Corinthians 3:17). 
Nothing in life is free 
For college students. Items such as a gallon of gas, an overdue phone bill and 
a cup of coffee require scrimping and saving from depleted savings. Many stu-
dents face a shocking world of bills and loans when they leave their parents' 
umbrella of protection and enter campus life. 
• True, charges such as lab fees and phone bills necessitate payment. With 
recent budgeting changes at LU; the cliche, "Nothing in life is free," has taken 
on a new meaning. . » 
in the past, students could find course description catalogues in the Visitors' 
center or in the EDP Advising Center. During registration, students depended 
on these catalogues In order to decide which classes they should choose. But 
no longer,... 
Now, the Liberty Bookstore and the internet provide the only outlets where 
students can obtain this catalogue. Of course, they must now pay $3 for every 
updated hard copy in the book store. 
However this partly resulted from students taking a new copy every semester 
though the edition was valid for two years. They abused the privilege, forcing 
LU to join the many colleges that market these catalogues. 
If students would show some responsibility and keep their copy until the new 
edition comes out. then maybe tlie administration would show some mercy and 
CFAWers crowd dorms 
Many! of Us caught a glimpse of college life when we visited; for liberty's 
College-fbr-a-weekend. We went to concerts, laid in bunk beds talking with inde-
pendent young adults and debated philosophy over coffee during our brief stay. 
The perfect weekend was a strong factor In forming our decisions to attend 
LU. For this reason, we welcome College-forra-Weekenders (CFAWers). 
However, LU's rapid growth has caused CFAWers to overcrowd dorm rooms. 
True, the independence and freedom of college life overwhelms the high 
schoolers, so many of the CFAWers come with friends. Unfortunately, when 
they bring their friends they Insist on roointhg together. Sometimes this can 
result in three visitors in one room. 
Not only is this a inconvenient, but it also burdens those students who must 
try to study in the midst of the never ending chatter that bursts through the 
traditionally peaceful atmosphere. 
In ihe future, CFAWers should be limed to one per room. Not only will this 
teach the visitors about college Independence, but It will also force them to 
open up to the college students that they are staying with, instead of sticking 
with their comfortable, bubble of friends. 
Know-tog that LU is the greatest; Christian university in the world, we wel-
come visitors. We want high schoolers all oyer the world to notice how God 
moves at LU We want this school to form the movers and shakers of tomorrow. 
However-, we feel that this would be best accomplished if CFAWers did not 
overcrowd the dorm rooms. We Invite these visitors Into our lives for a brief 
stay, but our generosity dulls when people take advantage of our living space. 
LU teachers help us make it 
Liberty's most unique feature lies in the genuine Concern and passion that radi-
ates from faculty. When we are going through struggles, they take our prayer 
requests and ask us how things are going the next day. When tests and papers 
overwhelm us to the point of despair, they have a tendency to cut us some slack. 
The LU faculty kuows us by name. Theysmile and wave at us in the hall. Some 
of them Invite us to their homes. Mrs. EtebhyxHuff has the Champion Staff over for 
holiday parties. Dr. David Tolls takes his Spanish class Into his home. Mrs. Bev 
Lowry invites the Women of Ministry into an open house bible study. All of their 
generosity shows that LU is more than just a job to these teachers, it is a family. 
In a college world where the average class size borders in the hundreds, 
secular thought is the norm and professors and students visit bars Instead 
of each other, it is refreshing to join a campus where teachers thrive on nur-
turing the citizens of the future. 
Quotes of the week... 
"Cast thy bread upon the waters: for thou shalt find it after many days." 
EccleSiastes 11:1 
"But msjn Is not made for defeat... A man can be destroyed but never defeated." 
— Old Man 
Ernest Hemingway's The old man and the sea" 
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Were ScareMare's tactics 
heavenly or hellbound? 
The thrills and chills of Halloween 
have come to an end. Ghosts and gob-
lins have returned to their lairs. 
Sacrificial offerings have appeased 
pagan gods, and warlocks and witches 
have casts their hexes. 
Now good little Christians can come 
out of hiding and continue their right-
eous lives. They've had their Harvest 
Fests and church parties and now 
they can break out from their religious 
shell and resume association with a 
lost world. 
C'mon people! Wake up and smell 
the brews and sacrifices burningl It's 
time for Christians to escape the con-
fines of their safety net and make a dif-
ference in the world. 
Handing out tracks to trick or 
treaters and inviting neighbors to the 
church gatherings Is definitely com-
mendable. But, Christians need to 
take a radical stance to stop the devil 
from winning the.... .bat t le every 
Halloween. 
That's why YouthQuest 
invented ScareMare. a wit-
nessing haunted house. It's 
for the people who feel like 
the walls would fall In on 
them If they walked into a 
church. It accepts 
Halloween celebraters with-
out condemnaUon. It reach-
es people where they are. 
In fact, it is biblical. After 
all, Jesus celebrated life 
with the tax collectors and sinners. He 
went to their parties. He even made 
them wine. 
Jesus did not expect lost people to 
come running into the church doors. 
For this reason, He told us to "go unto 
all the world ..." If the world is in a 
haunted house, then it only makes 
sense for Christians to enter the "tow-
ers of terror" and spread the gospel. 
Jesus did not say "Go into all the 
world except on Halloween, that's 
when I want you to lock your doors 
and hibernate." 
Some challenge the ethics behind 
ScareMare with a common belief that 
ScareMare practiced inappropriate 
methods because it scarred people 
into heaven and it took place on a 
pagan holiday (among other reasons). 
This theory irritates me to no end. 
ScareMare's rooms portray the conse-
quences of a sinful life. In the past it 
has shown everything from intra-
venous drug users overdosing, to the 
reality of suicide, to the damage of 
drunk driving and so on. 
ScareMare's message frightens peo-
ple because they live in sin and the 
results of Immorality are terrifying. 
When haunted house ministers tell 
people about Jesus' escape plan from 
hell, unbelievers cannot help but 
SUZANNE 
MCDUFFIE 
grasp His salvation. 
Moreover, Andrea Tomlinson, office 
manager In the Center for Youth 
Ministries said, "We follow up on 
everyone we possibly can." She said 
that most of the new believers fill out 
attendance cards with their names, 
addresses and so on. LU alumni 
receive the cards to minister to 
ScareMare's out of state visitors. 
Meanwhile, Thomas Road Baptist 
Church's Evangelical Explosion Team, 
led by two pastors in charge of visita-
tion, edifies and instructs the new 
Christians on visits across the region. 
Those who oppose Scaremare would 
argue that the end never justifies the 
means. Reminding students of 
Halloween's pagan origins and how 
Christians should not associate with 
divination. 
However, one of his students, Scott 
Romanoski, pointed out that Nov. 1 
marks All Saints'- Day and ChrisUans 
celebrate All Soul's Day on. 
Nov. 2. He went on to say that 
Halloween abbreviates 
"Hallowed Evening," the 
of the religious holidays. 
Thus, when students par-
ticipate in ScareMare, they do 
not use the devils tacUcs of 
Halloween to bring about 
good'. They celebrate a holy 
holiday by fulfilling the mis-
sion of their faith. 
After nine nights of terror. 
Christians, who participate in 
ScareMare, have been spit on, cussed 
at and persecuted. They do this 
because they know that spectators will 
walk through the crucifixion room and 
see what Jesus did for them. The lost 
will find an escape from the sin that so 
easily ensnares. 
The religious holidays, which follow 
Halloween, recognize these humble 
servants. They receive enough persecu-
tion on the field. Fellow ChrisUans 
should not condemn ScareMare partic-
ipants, but rather, they should take 
these days to encourage their brethren. 
This is a world where possessed 
people knock on parsonages in des-
peration. Children run from town war-
locks. Goats rot on stakes and some 
state governments actually make 
money by marketing witch licenses. 
The lost world celebrates hell 24 
hours a day, 365 days a year. I am so 
proud of LU students for freezing, 
screaming and enduring six tortuous 
hours every night of ScareMare. At 
least they work for God's glory. 
-
, To those that accuse these 
Christians of unwittingly helping 
Satan 's kingdom by celebrating 
Halloween, I must ask: "What were 
you doing to change the world on 
Oct. 31?" 
A dream is just a 
dream: until you 
write it down 
I admit it. Sometimes I am a bit ide-
alistic. 
But, isn't that how we should be feel-
ing right now. We will soon be college 
graduates with nothing holding us back : 
but ourselves. If we want, we can' 
change the world. And why should we 
want less? 
And this is why I have been making a' 
list of things that I want to do in my 
lifetime. It has been said that if goals J 
are not written down, they are merely [ 
wishes. And so, I 
leave you with a 
few of my smaller 
goals in hopes 
that they may 
inspire you to 
dream more and 
to want more. 
Write down your 
dreams. I chal-
lenge you to find J E N N I F E R 
50 things that you p iLLATH 
want to do before tmmmmmmHmmmmmm 
you die. For if you ' 
truly want them enough, you'll proba-
bly accomplish them. 
To Travel by Rail - The Canadian 
Trans-Continental Railroad travels • 
from the east provinces all the way to 
the west in a three-day trip. I want tOj 
fall asleep to the gentle rocking of t h e 
train's engines as dark wraps around 
the plains and mountains of Canada. 
Musical Expressions - Listening to 
any orchestra, IVe always been drawn 
to the melancholy sounds of the violin. 
I know that the violin isn't one of the 
cheapest instruments to choose, but 
nonetheless, I still would like to play it. 
I 
loi 
Back to Europe - After one trip to the^ 
Old Country, 1 plan to go back. There 
are so many things I've read about and 
seen pictures of, but I need to view 
them for myself. How green are the hills 
of Ireland? How tall are the Swiss Alps? 
I'll never know if I don't see them. 
Always a Horse Jx>yer"r My. cTji^hood 
dream has always been to gallop across 
the field on the back of a chestnut 
eve equine. Someday I hope to own one. 
How to Make an American Quilt - On 
I real-
ru 
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an 
my recent trip to Amish country, ..~.~ . 
ized that 1 will probably never be able to 
afford a hand-made quilt. The solution? 
Make one myself. hi 
as 
_ I J 
Autumn's Splendor - What better' 
place to be than Vermont for the chang-' 
ing of the leaves. Some day, I want to b e a 
in New England as the maples turn red 
and the birches switch to bright yellow.'« 
Celebratin* the 4th - For the 4th ol 
July*, I want to be at the heart of ourj 
nation. I'd love to see fireworks explode! 
over the Washington Monument in | 
Washington, D.C. 
Becoming a Beekeeper - Actually, I O 
hope to fulfill this one this spring. Our _ 
family has raised bees in the past, so we 
have all the equipment needed. I guess 
I have no particular reason for this one 
except a sweet tooth. 
>a 
Please Publish Me - Seeing as how writ-
ing is my profession, 1 want to be pub-
lished in a national magazine. I hope to 
do a little freelancing after graduation. 
Roughin' It - Backpacking on Isle 
Royal in Lake Superior is among my 
wishes. I want to take everything I need 
and a canoe up to the wolf-Infested 
wilderness of Upper Michigan. 
Although these may be simple wish-
es, I hope you have been inspired. May 
you always dream high. May you 
always wish for the impossible as well 
as the immediate. Carpe Dieml J . 
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"Who would you pick to sing at LU's 
next concert?" 
"Sara Masson because 
she has played here 
before and the message 
she sent out touched a 
lot of hearts ." 
— Michael Grech 
Naples, Fla. 
"World Wide Message 
Tribe, so we could do 
our workout at a con-
cert." 
— Kristy Wade 
Ormond Beach, Fla. 
Martin Smith and 
Delirious... The 7-year 
old to the 70-year-old 
loves Martin Smith. 
— Tom Krasnodemski 
Twin Falls, Idaho 
"Steve Green's music is 
inspiring. It seeks to 
worship God and just to 
entertain." 
— Theresa Blanchette 
Newport, R.I. 
"Seven Day Jesus 
because they are an 
awesome band with 
great lyrics." 
— Mike Massey 
Virginia Beach, Va. 
LA... 
"Steven Curtis Chapman. 
I like his music, even 
though it's up beat and 
fun, he really puts a lot of 
feeling into his music." 
— Aimee Lechowicz 
Enfield, Conn. 
— Photos by Dan Schoepil 
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COMMENTARY 
Maddening materialism strikes Americans 
B Y JESSICA BROPHY 
Champion Editorialist 
Almost eight decades ago, President 
Theodore Roosevelt feared that 
American capitalism would eventually 
create a corrupt civilization. Now, in 
1998, this president's foreboding has 
become a reality. Words Including mate-
rialism and consumerism have become 
commonplace. 
USA Today recently printed an article 
on "the ultimate children's bedroom." It 
is based on the Wizard of Oz theme and 
costs $150,000. It has a $30,000 
carousel, a wash basin made of 22-
karat gold and original seats from the 
Brooklyn Dodgers' stadium. 
As the new millennium approaches, 
this bedroom portrays the fantasy of 
every many modern children. 
Unfortunately, society teaches Its chil-
dren that paradise comes with th best 
and most expensive possessions. 
American society as a whole Is 
trapped in the mindset that buying 
things equates happiness and success. 
According to a PBS poll from a new tele-
vision show, "Affluenza," the number of 
"very happy" people peaked in 1957 and 
has since then declined. So even though 
Americans consume twice as much as 
people In the 50s, people were happier 
when they had less. Go figure. 
It is said that Americans on average 
spend one year of their lifetime watch-
ing commercials, while they only spend 
40 minutes of quality time with their 
children per week. Advertising in this 
country is running out of control. 
Americans are taught from a young 
age that buying material things will 
make them fit in with the mainstream. 
Another fitting term for this type of per-
suasion Is brainwashing. 
Another startl ing fact is tha t even 
"The philosophy that 
buying more gives one a 
feeling of adequacy and 
contentment devours 
students." 
though America has a personal debt of 
$1 trillion, this country's waste could 
fill a convoy of garbage trucks half way 
to the moon. Thus , not only do 
Americans buy a lot, but they waste a 
lot as well. 
Like President Roosevelt feared, capi-
talism has created a corrupt civilization 
in America. Americans in general are 
wasteful, greedy, covetous and not sur-
prisingly, unhappy. 
There is still hope, however, in 
America's piggy banks, if not actual 
money. There are many things that the 
country can do to help solve it's obses-
sion, mostly as individuals. Before buy-
ing something, they need to ask them-
selves "Do I need it?" 
Even students here at Liberty need to 
avoid the mall, and go play a sport like 
hiking or running in Peak's View Park. 
They need to become advertising critics. 
The psychological need that buying 
more gives one a feeling of adequacy 
and contentment devours students. 
As paradoxical as it may seem, stu-
dents need to splurge consciously. They 
need to examine every item they pur-
chase. A few luxuries can be enjoyable 
and more appreciated when bought less 
often. 
The appropriate TV show name 
"Affluenza" betrays that the desire for 
affluence is a sickness. America's adver-
tising can brainwash spectators. The only 
true happiness is filling those voids with 
full doses of Jesus Christ. Loving the 
world and the things of the world will only 
bring destruction in the end. 
Simplifying life is one of the ultimate 
keys to finding success. Buying surplus 
of material possessions Just cramps 
one's lifestyle. If Christians love and 
trust J e sus for their every need, then 
they won't find a need to be distracted 
by the things of this world. 
Before Christians make a purchase, 
they need to think, "Will this be impor-
tant a year from now, 10 years from 
norw or even in eternity?" 
J THE 5flD THlNOi IS 
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A good teacher combines 
opinion with facts in class 
B Y CHRISTINA LOH 
Champion Editorialist 
Many Liberty students claim their 
teachers are notorious for forcing their 
opinions in class. They argue, even pas-
sionately, that a professor should teach 
only objective facts, and allow the students 
to formulate their own opinions. After all, 
isnt that part of the college experience? 
Inherent within this view is the belief 
that all opinions are equally valid, espe-
cially here at a Christian Institution. 
However, few such thinkers would actually 
practice this. If one were diagnosed with a 
potentially lethal disease, would he value 
every doctors' opinion equally? 
For a student to believe his less experi-
enced, less knowledgeable opinion is Just 
as valid as any expert, is both naive and 
dangerous. The apostle Peter wrote that 
when people try to grasp difficult doc-
trines, "the untaught and unstable distort, 
as they do the rest of the Scriptures, to 
their own destruction" (2 Peter 3:16). 
Students should attend a college to 
humbly learn from more experienced, 
wiser people, not to affirm their own intel-
ligence (which can be done for free). 
In Proverbs, the Lord cautions his chil-
dren, "A fool does not delight in under-
standing, but only in revealing his own 
mind" (Proverbs 18:2). 
Teachers who use this modern educa-
tional model of tolerance tend to concern 
themselves more with protecting students' 
self-esteem rather ^ ^ ^ " i ^ ^ ^ ^ " " 
than helping them 
gain competence. Their 
classes often are little 
better than a pooling of 
Ignorance rather than 
an iWpartauon' of use-
ful knowledge. Any worthy teacher knows, 
however, that he is even obligated to share 
his convictions. One would not hold an 
opinion if he did not think it, to the best of 
his knowledge, to be true. And what would 
people say of a professor who deliberately 
withheld what he believed to be true, so his 
students could then form their own intelli-
gent, differing opinions? 
He either does not have a high opinion 
of himself, or he is not truly concerned 
with teaching. Good teachers should pre-
sent differing viewpoints on issues, to spur 
students' thinking, but that does not mean 
they should hide their own perspectives. 
"Teachers who use 
tolerance protect students' 
self esteem rather than help-
ing them gain competence." 
Many students however, will discard any 
opinion too radical, or that does not com-
ply with what they have already learned 
from others. 
One wonders what would have happened 
had these students recommended this 
technique to the audiences of John the 
Baptist and later, of 
Christ? While some 
teachers may pro-
fess their opinions 
harshly, students 
should keep in mind 
James admonition, 
"Everyone must be quick to hear, slow to 
speak and slow to anger" (1:19). 
Keeping an open mind to some teach-
ers' unpopular beliefs may expose one to 
circumstances as extreme as open ridicule. 
However any student, after some honest 
thinking, would realize that their educa-
tion is worth far more than shallow popu-
larity, or anything else to be gained by 
mindlessly Joining the crowd. After all, If 
one is not willing to stand apart within a 
Christian microcosm, how will one ever be 
strong enough to follow Christ in the secu-
lar world infested with Satan's lies? 
Say"Cheese!" 
Liberty Forum 
Contrary to Boyer's opinion, Hate 
Crime Bill makes men equal 
Dear Editor 
I am writing to you regarding Rick 
Boyer's editorial on the death of 
Matthew Shepard. This editorial bases 
most of Its opinion on a fact that is a 
highly debatable; regardless of what the 
police may call the crime, it Is obvious to 
me that It is deplorable act of hate, and 
not simply a case of robbery. 
What kind of fools would rob a col-
lege student, who most likely had no 
more than a couple of dollars to his 
name? And further, who most likely had 
no more than'a couple of dollars to his 
name? And further, why would you 
choose to maliciously murder your vic-
tim In the process? The answer is obvi-
ous — these individuals chose to take a 
human life simply because they were 
unwilling to tolerate Shepard's sexual 
orientation. 
To me, the message is clear — the 
Hate Crimes Preventions Act Is Just one 
of many necessary means to ensure pro-
tection for those who cannot always 
protect themselves. Regardless of one 
taking on (embracing) another's sexual 
orientation, all human beings have the 
God-given right to enjoy "life, liberty and 
the pursuit of happiness" without fear-
ing their lives. 
Trevor Gates 
If Blake wrote for big time press, 
her work would get her fired. 
Dear Editor 
As a communications major, 1 was very 
disturbed when I read Taryn Blake's 
last column. If the Champion was a 
highly publicized newspaper, she 
could probably have expected to be 
under strict discipline, if not fired 
from her Job. There were a number of 
mistakes In Blake's column. 
First she spent the whole article 
putting down a particular group when 
the focus of the article should have 
been living the "What Would J e sus 
Do?" statement, that so many people 
are proclaiming by wearing the 
bracelet. 
Second Blake misspelled the name 
of the group N-Sync. Maybe if she had 
better researched her article, she 
would have known that it is spelled 
with Just the letter N, not I-N. 
Last and the biggest mistake of all, 
she falsely accused the group N-Sync 
of singing the song, "When the Lights 
Go Out." After I read her article, I was 
driving in my car and heard that par-
ticular song on the radio. After the 
song was over, the announcer came 
on and said the name of the song and 
the name of the group that sang it. 
This group is a relatively new band 
called Five. I went to the Blockbuster 
Music Store and looked it up, Just to 
make sure I had my facts straight. 
Blake's column was based on this one 
small fact and It was wrong. 
This is an embarrassment to the 
Champion. Blake cannot take the Job 
of Journalism lightly. Some day mis-
takes like this may cost Blake her Job. 
I hope she learned from this and will 
try harder to get her facts straight. I 
am not trying to embarrass her, Jut 
letting her know that she needs to be 
more careful. Thanks for taking the 
time to read my letter. 
Amy Bennett 
Make a difference and win a prize 
at Nov. 5's football game. 
Dear Editor 
The October 24th football game 
against Buffalo was very exciting and 
full of suspense. I was very proud of our 
team as I watched them battle to the 
end of regulation and gain victory in 
overtime. 
I was just as impressed with our stu-
dent crowd that turned out on Saturday 
afternoon to support our team and 
experience college football. I want to 
thank each of you that attended the 
game. We have traditionally had poor 
crowds for our afternoon football games. 
I realize that there are many other 
things to do on Saturday afternoons in 
the Lynchburg area and I really want to 
thank you for attending. 
We have made a concentrated effort 
to "Fill the stadium" this season. Our 
total attendance for the previous four 
home games has been 43, 938, making 
a game average of 10,984. With a good 
crowd on Saturday against Norfolk 
State at 1:30 p.m., we could set a sea-
son home attendance record. 
Those of you, who have attended 
each home game and have been collect-
ing stickers for your hard hat each 
week, will be eligible for some great prize 
to be given away during the game. 
Please plan to be in Williams 
Stadium for the final home game of the 
season. Your team needs your support. 
Let's honor our senior football players 
by showing them that we care enough to 
attend their last home game. You really 
do make a difference when you are 
there. 
Kim Graham j 
Director of Athletics 
Selah Yearbook portrait photos 
will be taken free of charge 
•On November 18 J 9 & 20 
•In DeMoss Hall 
•from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
•And don't forget to say 
"Cheese!" 
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New men's team wins 
• i • • • 
opener 
B Y LAMONT LOWREY 
Champion Reporter 
SHAWN ELDRIDGE 
FLYING HIGH — New Flame Chris Caldwell was one of the many new 
faces on display this past weekend against Crossfire. LU won 86-76. 
The newly overhauled Liberty 
men's basketball team made its 
Vines Center debut on Halloween 
night. The renovated Flames 
introduced nine new players and 
a completely changed coaching 
staff to the Liberty fans on 
Saturday. In its first exhibition 
game of the year, Liberty throttled 
Crossfire 86-76. 
Liberty was bolstered by excel-
lent play from Its newcomers. First 
year Head Coach Mel Hanklnson 
recruited a large flock of talented 
freshman and transfers. The 
Flames fresh upstarts will try to 
spark a fire for Liberty in hopes of 
rebounding from the 11-17 record 
of last season. 
"One of the goals this year is to 
compete with intensity," Hanklnson 
said. 
Transfer Delawn Grandison and 
freshman Jamaal Bennett produced 
sound seoring efforts for the Flames. 
Grandison, who transferred from 
Durham Junior College In Toronto, 
Canada, scored a team-high 21 
points for the game on 10-for-13 
shooting from the field. California 
native Bennett registered 11 points 
and four assists in the contest 
After falling behind early in the 
first half, the Flames stormed 
back to take the lead at halftime, 
40-39. The new-look Flames were 
able to fend off any charges 
Crossfire made In the second half. 
Liberty never trailed throughout 
the entire second half. 
Crossfire provided the Flames 
with a formidable opponent, the 
same team that beat LU one year 
ago. 
The Crossfire team is com-
prised of former collegiate stand-
outs from around the nation. 
The team uses basketball games 
as a ministry tool for preaching 
the gospel. During halftime of 
their games, team members give 
their testimony to the fans. Over 
the past few months Crossfire 
has traveled to Romania, 
Guatemala and Israel with its 
unique ministry. 
The Flames will continue their 
exhibition schedule on Nov. 10 
when they host the Saudi 
Arabian Nationals. Game time is 
7:30 p.m. at the Vines Center. 
Men's soccer team gears up for tourney 
— continued from page 12 
expiration of regulation. 
The game then moved into a 
pair of heated overtime periods. 
Both teams showed strong emo-
tion throughout the second OT. 
1
 Several confrontations dictat-
ed the pace of the final minutes 
of the game. One such con-
frontation resulted in LU's main 
offensive threat, Gary Rlcketts, 
being tossed from the match. 
Although this game was a non-
conference game and had no influ-
ence on the seeding of the Big 
South Tournament, Jose Gomez 
knew that this was a key game. 
This game was big for us 
mentally," Gomez said. 
"Although we didn't win, we 
played tough and tied a team 
that is ranked 17th in the 
nation. It makes us feel that we 
can play with anybody." 
The Flames took this attitude 
into a crucial conference game 
against Coastal Carolina on 
Saturday night The winner of 
this game would claim the sec-
ond seed in the tournament. 
Although the Flames were 
without their leading goal scorer, 
Rlcketts, they were able to out-
shoot and eventually outscore 
CCU In an enormous 3-1 victory. 
The game against the Chants was 
upbeat from the start and continued 
throughout the game. 
Following a scoreless first half, 
both teams came out fast for a 
wild first 10 minutes of action In 
the second half. LU's Gomez 
Jump-started his team for the sec-
ond straight game as he netted a 
goal at the 48 minute mark. 
The Flames wasted no time 
putting together more offensive 
magic in the second half as Derek 
Porter beat the Chanticleer goal-
keeper Chris Malinky. 
The Chants came back to cut 
the Liberty lead in half when 
Jacob Kurey scored on an indi-
rect kick from 20 yards out at 
the 53 minute mark. 
The Flames put the finishing 
touches on the Chanticleer's 
with a Troy McLean goal off of a 
direct kick. 
"Ws are playing well right now 
and are confident, which is very 
important during this part of the 
season," Gomez said. LU's first 
match of the tourney is Nov. 5 at 
Radford. 
SHAWN ELDRIDOE 
TOURNAMENT TIME — Sophomore John Jenks and the LU soccer 
team will enter the Big South tournament at Radford this weekend. 
riETwoRK GnminG 
PLOY RGPinST EOCH OTHER in THE LRB 
OnLY $ 2 PER HOUR 
I.T.R.C (SH100) 
Frl-Saf night 6:oopm -12:00am 
20D0 
visits $10^ 
is $2020 
its SSO22 
$50^ 
uaranteed! 
^ noj:Contra^:::;:::;';';''' 
-;;;; ••:• ;§; HtfcM&fttii. jiayrnents 
845-8169 
Memorial Ave., Lynchburg 24501 
Intramural flag football 
tournament winds down 
By TARANT JUPPE 
Champion Reporter 
After ail was said and done, 
Intramural flag football came Into 
thia tveek with only five teams 
out of 20 that had a chance at 
dethroning Primal Rage, the 
defending I MS champions. 
Primal Rage ran through the 
early rounds of the tourna-
ment with some questionable 
victories and a bye into the 
third rounds The rest of the 19 
teams Were left to beat up btt 
each other in the double elixni-
natlon tourriament 
The winner out of the loser's 
bracket will play the winner 
between Primal Rage and 
Cross Eyed at Williams 
Stadium on Nov, 6, after the 
Norfolk §tat<e and Liberty 
University football game. 
There are only five teams 
that have a chance in dethron-
ing Primal Rage coming in to 
this week. 
The team with the best chance 
i$ Cross Eyed, which defeated 
the Natural Disasters 45-12 this 
past Saturday. 
Cross Eyedwilt tafeeon Primal 
Rage In determining who will go | 
to the championship from the r 
Winner's bracket 
At the end of the game against 
the Natural Disasters, one of the 
players from Cross Eyed was 
asked what the out look will be in | 
playing against Primal Rage 
Monday at 3:00 p.m. 
*We are not going to get 
shook by them or what they d 
We know how they play 
they know how we pl&y,' si 
Mayo of Cross Eyed 
"Basically we're just going 
play our game." » 
The winner will go on to the 
championship game, while the 
loser will wait to see which team l 
they will play from out of the! 
loser's bracket No team has ever ^ 
come out of the loser's bracket to ; 
win an IMS flag football champi-
onship at Liberty University. 
Primal Rage, meanwhile; 
marches on for its quest of 
repeating as IMS flag footbafl 
champions for the second con-
secutive year. 
^^^^^w^^^jutfuUtauiM 
MINDBOGGLE t 
o 
if 
4/ 
93? 
9» 
GP & 
MINDBOGGLE 
»* Video Arcades 
§ <&*<& 
o 
0 
0 
r; 
Q 
PLAY any game of your 
choice F R E E with this 
coupon. 
Mindboggle Video Arcade 
River Ridge Mall 
($1 value, with caiman, ijrnjt one per person per day) 
, EXP. 12-31-98 
Sunday through Thursday Only i 
. J 
U. 
Some people will do anything 
for attention 
Others just advertise in 
the Champion 
OT H E L I B E R T Y 
HAMPION 
Your source for information LET T H E 
CHAMPION 
BE YOUR FORUM 
FOR OPIN ION, 
PUBLIC THANKS 
AND 
comments 
ON HAPPENINGS 
AROUND 
campus 
OR A R O U N D . T H E 
world 
• 
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PIGSKIN 
RDGNOSTICATORS 
TO FIRST — The 
sportfl editor jumped from last 
place I© firat by going 16-7. 
There's only a one game differ' 
ence with three weeks left to 
pfcy In Pigskin,Prognosticates 
E-mail the sports editor at 
makeonan®llberty.edu If you 
would like to be a future guest. 
Our guest this week is Dave 
Walls, a junior from Wilmington, 
Del DaveTea DJ for O f f and 
is majoring in communications. 
Matt Keenan 
Sports i d . 
W-C r>«*t 
38-24 .613 
Tarant Judge 
Writer 
W-L Pet. 
37-25 .597 
Doug Stewart 
Writer 
W-L Pe t 
37-25 .597 
Dave Walls 
Quest 
W-L Pet. 
32-30 .516 
The Best Is 
What Were 
All About! 
Harris 
Yoxxr Neighborhood Food Market 
www.harristeeter.com 
VISA 
HESS3 
I 
College 
Penh St. © Michigan 
Michigan St. © Ohio St. 
Colorado @ Missouri 
Virginia © Florida St. 
Syracuse © West Virginia 
Dataware ©UConn 
Richmond © Vilianova 
Norfolk S t « Liberty 
NFL 
Oakland © Baltimore 
St. louis © Chicago 
N.Y. Giant* @ Dallas 
Cincinnati © Jacksonville 
Indianapolis © Miami 
New Orleans © Minnesota 
Atlanta © Hew England 
©Philadelphia 
Washington © Arizona 
Carolina © San Francisco 
San Diego © Denver 
©N.V.Jate 
Cl^©S>ttrttie 
©Tampa Bay 
Bay ©Pittsburgh 
College 
Michigan 
Ohio St. 
Missouri 
Florida St. 
West Virginia 
Delaware 
Villanbvli 
Liberty 
Michigan 
Ohio St. 
Missouri 
Florida St 
Syracuse 
Delaware 
Vilianova 
Liberty 
Penn St. 
Ohio St. 
Colorado 
Florida St. 
Syracuse 
UConn 
Vilianova 
Liberty 
Penn St. 
Ohio St. 
Colorado 
Florida St. 
Syracuse 
Delaware 
Vilianova 
Liberty 
NFL 
Oakland 
St. Louis 
Dallas 
Jacksonville 
Miami 
Minnesota 
New England 
Detroit 
Washington 
San Francisco 
Denver 
NY, Jets 
Seattle 
,:::s1«rnpa:Bay 
Green Bay 
Oakland 
Chicago 
Dallas 
Jacksonville 
Miami 
Minnesota 
Atlanta 
Detroit 
Washington 
San Francisco 
Oenver 
; / i Buf fa lo : 
Seattle 
Tampa Bay 
Green Bay 
Baltimore 
Chicago 
Dallas 
Jacksonville 
Miami 
Minnesota 
New England 
Detroit 
Arizona' 
San Francisco 
Denver 
Buffalo 
Kansas City 
Tampa Bay 
Pittsburgh 
Oakland 
Chicago 
Dallas 
Jacksonville 
Miami 
Minnesota 
Atlanta 
Detroit 
Arizona 
San Francisco 
Denver 
Buffalo 
Seattle 
Tampa Bay 
Green Bay 
HARRIS TEETER COUPON 
With this coupon 
Soz. 
WOW Potato Chips 
PLU5036 
GROC. 
Limit one coupon per visit and an 
addfonal $10 purchase. Offer 
good Nov. 4 through 
Nov10.1998. 
Harris Teeter 
COUPON 
VALUE 
1.99 
( ^ 
HARRIS TEETER COUPON 
With this coupon 
1/2 gallon 
Hunter All Natural 
Ice Cream 
PLU 5039 
FROZEN 
Limit one coupon per visit and an 
additional $10 puichase. Offer 
good Nov. 4 through 
Nov. 10,1998. 
Harris Teeter © 
ISA Today/ESPN 
Top 25 
Rk. Team Record Pvs. 
i 
L . . 
1. Ohio S t 
2. Kansas S t 
3. Tennessee 
4. UCLA 
5. Florida 
6. Florida S t 
7. Wisconsin 
8. Texas A&M 
9. Penn St. 
10. Arkansas 
11. Arizona 
12. Virginia 
13. Notre Dame 
(7-0) 
(8-0) 
(7-0) 
(7-0) 
(7-1) 
(8-1) 
(8-0) 
(8-1) 
(6-1) 
(7-0) 
(8-1) 
(7-1) 
(6-1) 
14. Virginia Tech (7-1) 
15. Nebraska 
16. Tulane 
17. Syracuse 
18. Georgia 
19. Missouri 
20. Oregon 
21. Air Force 
22. Michigan 
23. Texas 
(7-2) 
(7-0) 
(5-2) 
(6-2) 
(6-2) 
(6-2) 
(7-1) 
(6-2) 
(6-2) 
24. Georgia Tech (6-2) 
25. Colorado (6-2) 
#1 
#3 
#4 
#2 
#5 
#6 
#8 
#9 
#10 
#12 
#15 
#14 
#T6 
#17 
#7 
#18 
#19 
#11 
#21 
#13 
#23 
#22 
NR 
#24 
#25 
Got things you want to do 
before you die? Check out 
Jennifer's column on page 8 
HARRIS TEETER COUPON 
With this coupon 
6 pk. 12 oz. cans 
Soft Drinks 
Limit one coupon per visit and an 
addrBonal $10 purchase. Offer 
good Nov. 4 through 
NovIO, 1998. 
Harris Teeter 
COUPON 
VALUE 
1.49 
(J) 
HARRIS TEETER COUPON 
With this coupon 
12.4 oz. 
Kellogg's 
Rice Krispies Treats 
Limit one coupon per visit and an 
additional $10 purchase. Offer 
good Nov. 4 through 
Nov 10,1998. 
COUPON 
VALUE 
IflO 
Harris Teeter <jj) 
\3rU 
This Week's Featured Special 
M o n t e r e y C h i c k e n 
Grilled boneless breast of chicken topped with 
Canadian bacon, Uncle Buck's barbeque sauce, 
monterey jack and Cheddar cheese, diced toma-
toes and choice of side. 
Reg. 
$9.95 This Week $8.95 
5704 Seminole Ave. 
Just off the Expressway Across from River Ridqe Mall 
New Menu Items 
HARRIS TEETER COUPON 
W% With this coupon 
briip l e t 
!*Mf4 Reach Ultraclean 
Toothbrush 
PLU 5862 
HBC 
Limit one coupon per visit and an 
additional $10 purchase. Offer 
good Nov. 4 through 
Nov 10,1998. 
Harris Teeter (J) 
HARRIS TEETER COUPON 
With this coupon 
IS OS. 
Kellogg's 
Special K Cereal 
Limit one coupon per visit and an 
additional $10 purctiase. Offer 
r Nov. 4 through 10,1998. 
COUPON 
VALUE 
IflQ 
Harris Teeter (JJ) 
Business Hours: 
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. " 
Monday-Friday 
Deadline: 
4:30 p.m. 
8 days prior to 
publication 
(804) 582-2128 
Rates: 
Open/Commercial 
$3.67 - 1st 15 words 
240 each word over 15 
Student/Faculty Rate*: 
$2.75 - 1st 15 words 
180 each word over 15 
*Non commercial only. 
Champion Special:** 
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs. 
••Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES. 
. IS I'UKl'AH) 
Attention Getters 
Bold 1st line : .n/c 
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge $1.00 
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge $1.50 
Symbols 
Small (10 pt) 1 time charge 500 
Large (12 pt) 1 time charge $1.00 
XLarge (14 pt) 1 time charge $1.50 
Symbols to choose 
Stars: • • • Crosses: t t t Hearts: «P«t«P 
Checks: • • • Arrows: » • > • 
Telemarketers needed, excellent 
wages. Plan your own schedule, min. 3 
days, $6.00 per hr., 4 days, $6.50 per 
hr. Transportation available, van 
leaves DeMoss bid., 5:10 daily. Great 
hours for students. Mon.-Fri., 5:30 to 9 
p.m., Sat, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call 582-
1583 or 582-1587 
INTERNET SALES 
INTERNSHIPS 
EARN $$$ & GAIN VALUABLE 
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling 
internet and yellow page advertising in 
your University's Campus Telephone 
Directory. Flexible hours! Excellent 
advertising/sales/P.R.RESUME 
BOOSTER. Call College Directory 
Publishing: 800-466.-2221 X288.Visit 
our site at http://www.campusdirecto-
ry.com 
$1,250 FUNDRAISER 
Credit Card fundraiser for student 
organizations. You've seen other 
.'groups doing it. now it's your turn. One 
week is all it takes. NO gimmicks, NO 
tricks, NO obligation. Call for infor-
mation today. 1-800-932-0528 x65 
FREE CD HOLDERS, T-SHIRTS, 
PREPAID PHONE CARDS EARN 
$1000 PART-TIME ON CAMPUS. 
JUST CALL 1-800-932-0528 X 64 
HARRIS TEETER COUPON 
With this coupon 
1/2 gallon 
Harris Teeter 
Premium Light Ice Cream 
EDUCATION AND 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
• SHAVE STUDY: Male's, ages 18-
65, who are wet shavers'l& shave at 
least 5 times a week to test a Gel or 
Foam at home. Study Dates: Tues. 
11/24, Tues. 12/1, Tues. 12/8 OR 
Study Dates: Tues. 12/1, Tues. 12/8 
Tues. 12/15 Hours: 7-10 am or 3-6 
pm. 3 visits over 14 days. Study pays 
$40. 
BACK PATCH STUDY: Males & 
Females, ages 18 & over. Starts 
Mon., 11/30 (Mon.,Wed.,Fri.,) 
through 12/21/98, 2wk. rest, last vis-
its 1/4,1/6,1/7 btwn. hrs. of 11 am-
lpm or 2-6pm. 15 visits over 6 
weeks. Study pays $150. 
•BACK PATCH STUDY: Mates & 
Females, ages 18 & over. Study starts 
Mon., 11/30, coming every day except 
Sun., through 12/21/98 btwn hrs of 
4:30-5:30 pm. Study pays $150. 
Special Note: Please call or come by to sign up 
for a study before the study is scheduled to start. 
2602 Langhorne Road 
(acrow from EC. Glass High School) 
Lynchburg, VA 
847-5695 
Hours: M-F 9am - 5 pm 
ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAK... 
"TAKE "2" 2 FREE TRIPS ON ONLY 
15 SALES and... Earn $$$$. Jamaica, 
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, Padre! 
Lowest Prices! Free Meals. """Limited 
Offer**. 1-800-426-7710 / www.sun-
splashtours.com 
SPRINGBREAK Cancun, Florida, 
Etc. Best Hotels, Prices, Book Early 
and Save!! Earn Money + Free Trips! 
Campus Reps/Organizations Wanted 
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-
6013 www.icpt.com 
PLU 5041 
FROZEN 
Limit one coupon per visit and an 
additional $10 purchase. Offer 
good Nov. 4 through 
Nov 10,1998. 
Harris Teeter (JJ) 
HARRIS TEETER COUPON 
With this coupon 
18-182SOZ. 
Bet ty Crocker 
Cake Mix 
PLU 5220 
GROC. 
Limit one coupa i per visit and an $10 purchase. Offer additional . 
r Nov. 4 through 10,1998. W3696' 
Harris Teeter (jj) 
6 pk. 2 0 oz. nrb 
Diet Coke or 
Coca-Cola 
KHF.F. PHONE CARD 
Stop paying 250 or more per minute 
on prepaid phone cards. Get your free, 
rechargeable phone card and pay only 
15.90 per minute. For your FREE 
card, E-mail your name, box # or town 
address to: fifteenpt9@aol.com X7749 
A secluded newly remodeled 2 bed-
room home for responsible party. 3 
min. from Liberty, Either furnished or 
unfurnished. 845-3165 
Diamond engagement ring and 
matching wedding band .85 karats 
Beautiful stone and nice size- $1950 
OBO Call 846-2503 
Price* 
Save on over 1 
2500 VIC items 
throughout 
the store 
Prices Effective Through November lO, 199# 
•*a hi Titix Ad Effoc-tm) Wednesday, November 4 Through November IP. 1998 In Out ty»>c*tUu<j uiums uiiiy. 
We Reserve The Right lb Limit Quantities. None Sold TbVmUu^VMQUkdfy Acc^VadmmiFoodQtmnf* 
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Men's X-Country team 
crowned Big South champs 
HUMBLE CHAMPION 
BRENT METER 
Stephen Glthuka 
was named Big South Runner of the Year 
B Y BRIAN WOOLFORD 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The Liberty athletic depart-
ment collected Its first con-
ference title of the year over 
the weekend. LU's men's 
cross country team contin-
ued Its stronghold on Big 
South Conference opponents 
on Saturday. 
The Flames overwhelming-
ly won their second straight 
conference championship In 
Radford, Va. Liberty coasted 
through the Dedmon Center 
Course outdistancing confer-
ence rivals Radford 
University and University of 
North Carolina- Asheville. 
"It was divine Intervention 
for all of us," junior John 
Khan said. "We were backed 
by the power of God." 
Liberty's Stephen Githuka 
amazed the crowd by record-
ing a time of 24:13 in the 8K 
race. The undefeated runner, 
effortlessly won his sixth 
race of the year. Githuka was 
named Big South Runner of 
i the Year for the second con-
secutive season. He will now 
concentrate on qualifying for 
the prestigious NCAA 
National Championships in 
Lawrence, Kan. 
"If he stays healthy and 
focused we feel that he has 
the best possibility of going 
to nationals than any runner 
we had before," Head Coach 
Brant Tolsma said. 
At the conference champi-
onship, Githuka was sup-
ported by sound perfor-
mances from his teammates. 
Fellow Kenya native Brian 
Kiprono finished in second 
place. Kiprono surprised 
Liberty's coaches by outrac-
ing Wlnthrop University's 
Adam Growley and Campbell 
Claridge of Coastal Carolina. 
Entering Saturday's meet, 
Growley had not lost a race 
all season. But the Wlnthrop 
standout struggled and fell to 
fifth place at the conference 
championship. 
In the women's division, 
the Lady Flames finished in 
third place. Tamml Green led 
Liberty with a time of 18:50. 
Green placed seventh out of 
the 50 female competitors at 
the championships. Becky 
Shepler, Cathy Williams and 
Charity Fillmore all regis-
tered top 25 spots, which 
solidified the Lady Flame's 
third place finish. 
With the momentous victo-
ry at Radford, the men's 
cross country program cap-
tured its fifth Big South 
Conference crown. With this 
Big South championship, the 
team has garnered more 
titles than any other team in 
school hisotry. 
Tolsma has consistently 
produced quality teams over 
the years. At Radford, Tolsma 
was named Big South 
Conference Coach of the Year 
for his outstanding guidance 
of the dominating squad. 
This year's championship 
might be clear forecast of next 
season's outcome. Liberty will 
attempt to continue Its 
momentum. Next year the 
Flames will look to achieve an 
unprecedented third straight 
championship. 
Eton's 
wishbone 
breaks LU's 
backbone 
B Y MATT KEENAN 
Sports Editor 
Thanksgiving came a month 
early for the Liberty football 
team, as the Elon Fighting 
Christians used the wishbone 
offense to perfection in a 36-14 
win over the Flames on 
Saturday. 
The win by Elon (4-5) all but 
eliminates any playoff hopes 
that the Flames may have been 
savouring for the end of the sea-
son. 
Elon amassed 484 total yards 
of offense, 415 of which came 
on the ground. Elon quarter-
back Derrick Moore led the 
ground attack with 168 yards 
rushing. 
"Eton's wishbone broke our 
backbone today," LU Head 
Coach Sam Rutigliano said. 
"I'm going to burn the films of 
this game." 
Elon took an early 3-0 lead on 
an Austin Boone 30-yard field 
goal and the Figthlng Christians 
never looked back. EU exacted 
revenge for a 41-9 loss suffered 
last year here at Liberty. 
Christian Newsome led LU 
with 294 yards passing and one 
touchdown, but was picked off 
three times. 
Walt Hellg accounted for both 
of Liberty's scores, one on a 12-
yard rush and the other coming 
on a 36-yard reception that 
found the end zone. 
LU will return home this 
week for its final home game 
against Norfolk St. Klckoff is set 
for 1:30 p.m. 
Lady Flames jockeying for tourney 
Wins over Winthrop and UNC-
Asheville keep LU No.1 in BSC 
B Y MATT KEENAN 
Sports Editor 
After a grueling weekend of Big 
South conference action, the 
Lady Flames came away with 
two more conference wins over 
Wlnthrop and UNC-Asheville. 
On Friday, Liberty held off 
Winthrop in an exciting five 
game rally point match to win 3-
2. And then on Saturday, the 
Lady Flames were at it again, 
thwarting an attempted UNC-
Asheville comeback to win 3-1. 
More importantly, the pair of 
wins over two Big South oppo-
nents, keeps Liberty poised at 
the top of the Big South confer-
ence with the conference tourna-
ment right around the corner. 
"We're very excited about our 
position right now," LU Head 
Coach Laura Miller said. "We're 
looking forward to hopefully 
going in as the No. 1 seed 
because you obviously have an 
easier path to the champi-
onship." 
The Lady Flames did what 
they had to do in a 3-1 victory 
over the visiting UNC-Asheville 
Lady Bulldpgs on Saturday 
afternoon. 
Liberty seemed to come out a 
little bit flat in the first two 
games which may have been 
contributed with a lengthy 
match the night before with 
Wlnthrop. 
"We had a long match with 
Winthrop," Miller said. "It took 
us a little while to get going 
today." 
Liberty came out on top In the 
first game by defeating the Lady 
Bulldogs 15-6, but faltered in 
the second game losing 10-15. 
The Lady Flames found them-
selves down 4-1 In the third set 
before Miller found the right 
combination of players to click. 
The combination of players were 
a mixture of veterans led by 
seniors Jill Vandeventer and 
Angi Brookshlre. 
Down by three points in the 
third set, Brookshlre was 
instrumental in providing the 
veterans with, excellent floor 
savvy. 
"Angl's been battling all year," 
Miller said. "She had knee 
surgery at the beginning of the 
season. She's been working real-
ly hard and wanting to get on 
that front row." 
Brookshlre, a native of 
Granbury, Texas, made the most 
of her opportunities when she 
got in. She contributed four kills 
and seven digs for the match. 
"I came in the front row in the 
third game and knew that as a 
senior I had to pick up some of the 
leadership and get the Job done," 
Brookshlre said. "The veterans 
knew that we had to get it done 
and be an example for the fresh-
men and show them how to do it." 
Vandeventer highlighted the 
afternoon for LU with 59 assists 
in the match, as well as 17 digs. 
"I thought Jill played the best 
match that she's played all year," 
Miller commented. "She had 
excellent ball placement and 
made some very good decisions." 
Liberty went on to score 14 
unanswered points in the third 
set for a 15-4 win and then cap-
tured the fourth set in come-
from-behind fashion for a daz-
zling 15-13 win. LU was down 
13-6 in the fourth before making 
MYLES LAWHORN 
LIBERTY DIGS IN — Senior Jill Vandeventer digs a potential kill 
from a UNC-A hitter. LU remains in first place in the Big South. 
another comeback. 
Junior Anthonia Akpama 
recorded another double-double 
on the year with 23 kills and 12 
digs while fellow Junior Kyrie Dorn 
contributed 17 kills and 11 digs. 
Liberty returns home for three 
more matches this week, all of 
which are Big South conference 
matches. 
"I don't think we've reached 
our peak," Brookshlre said. "I 
think we're Just trying to get it 
together." 
The Lady Flames will have to 
hold it together if it hopes to 
make a return trip to the NCAA 
Tournament. 
Liberty prevails over UMBC 9-1 
B Y MATT KEENAN 
Sports Editor 
The Liberty University hockey 
team lmprqved its record to 3-1 
on Friday night after surprising 
the UMBC Retrievers 9-1. 
Sophomore Jeff Lowes and 
freshman Matt Biehl recorded two. 
goals apiece in the lopsided ACC 
CoUKTisr or 11< * n i TEAM 
HE SHOOTS... — Chris White and the 
LU hockey team pummeled UMBC 9-1. 
conference win for the Flames. 
"We were Just really playing 
well as a team," sophomore 
defenseman Chris White said. 
"We were flying and working 
together real well." 
Liberty took an early 2-1 lead 
after the first period with Jeff 
Lowes and Niel Nicholson scoring 
goals for the Flames. Nicholson's 
goal came on a shorthand-
ed opportunity for LU. 
The defense stepped up 
a notch against the 
Retrievers and played Its 
best game of the season. 
UMBC's lone goal of the 
game came in the first 
period when Liberty's 
Chris Lowes accidentally 
kicked the puck into his 
own net off his skate. 
Tha t was the only bad 
thing that has happened 
to our defense in the last 
three games," White said 
referring to the lone goal 
mistake by Lowes. 
Over the past two 
games, the Flames 
defense has only allowed 
one goal while the offense 
has produced 21 goals. 
The Flames broke the game 
wide open in the second period 
by notching four goals to 
increase the lead to 6-1. 
Freshman Travis Anderson con-
verted the first of two power play 
goals for the Flames. Liberty fin-
ished the night going 2-of-3 on the 
power play while killing both of 
UMBC's power play opportunities. 
Jeff Lowes, Jon Schubert and 
Matt Biehl all scored in the sec-
ond period for LU. 
Liberty added three more goals 
in the final period to tally the win 
for goalie Dan Pitman. 
"Defense was key," White said. 
"We were standing up at the blue 
line and hitting real hard." 
Biehl, Kirk Handy and Dan Cross 
rounded out the scoring for LU. 
"Coach said that it was the 
best hockey he has ever seen us 
play since he's been the coach," 
'White said. 
LU will try to continue its win-
ning ways this Friday night 
when they host Radford at the 
Roanoke Civic Center. The game 
will start at 11 p.m. and will 
count as a late night activity. 
Soccer team clinches No. 2 
seed after downing Coastal 
Carolina 3-1 in BSC action 
BY DOUG STEWART 
Champion Reporter 
The Liberty men's soccer 
team (9-5-1) Is beginning to 
make its presence known in 
the Big South conference, as 
well as around the nation. 
With the Big South tourna-
ment approaching, the Flames 
are the hottest team in the con-
ference. Liberty has gone unde-
feated (4-0-1) in the last five 
games and it is looking to con-
tend for the conference crown 
this week at Radford University 
in the Big South tourney. 
Going into the last two 
games of the season, the 
Flames knew the importance 
of finishing out the season on 
a successful note. 
With games against nationally 
ranked No. 17 Virginia 
Commonwealth and division foe 
Coastal Carolina, Liberty knew 
that it would not be easy. 
The first of the last two 
games was a double overtime 
thriller against VCU that 
resulted In a 1-1 tie. 
The ' game was Intense 
throughout its entirity and 
featured emotional efforts by 
both teams. 
LU sophomore Jose Gomez 
gave his team the lead when he 
scored a pivltal goal to give the 
Flames a 1-0 lead. The Liberty 
goal was assisted by Gary 
Ricketts and Ben Strawbridge. 
The Gomez goal gave the 
Flames momentum, but it was 
short lived as VCU came back 
five minutes later to tie the score 
when Kevin Jeffrey put a ball 
past LU goalkeeper Dean Short 
at the 70:06 mark. 
Both defenses then con-
trolled the game until the 
Please see MEN'S on page 10 
BRIAN WOOLFORD 
Moceanu's 
parent trap 
In 1996, Dominique Moceanu 
was on top of the world. 
Moceanu was the youngest 
member of the U.S. Olympic 
gymnastics team that won the 
gold medal. She was a little 
baby-^faced sweetheart who was 
admired by many. Dominique 
appeared to have a bright 
future ahead. A lot has changed 
in two years. 
Recently the 17-year-old won 
a court battle which declared 
her independent of her parents' 
authority. . According to 
Moceanu, her parents,' Dumitru 
and Camelia, sucked the Joy 
out of the early years of her life. 
Her parents are accused of mis-
managing the gold medalist's 
fortune from her trust fund. 
Her parents, who were both 
former gymnasts, pushed 
Dominique into the sport when 
when she was an infant By the 
| ge of 10 she was participating 
in competitive events. When 
she was 15 she was center 
stage at the Olympics. 
"I never had a childhood,'" 
Dominique told The Houston 
Chronicle last week. 
Long hours and constant 
training are common among 
elite athletes, but the Moceanus 
were hot normal. The 
Moceanus' were obsessed with 
creating a superstar athlete. 
They succeeded in developing a 
superior gymnast, but failed 
riiiserably as parents. 
Dumitru Moceanu demand-
ed that his young daughter 
would become a world class 
gymnast When Dominique was 
only six months old, she was 
placed on a balance beam. 
Instead of having loyal parents, 
Dominique was forced to live 
with 24-hour coaches. Her par-
ents strongly emphasized the 
importance of gymnastics, and 
put an extensive amount of 
time and money into her career. 
"Don't you guys know any-
thing besides gymnastics?" 
Dominique once asked her par-
ents. 
The lifestyle was fueled by 
both the parents and the child 
alike. After Dominique was 
Introduced to gymnastics, she 
became hooked on the bene-
fits. According to USA Today, 
She drives a new Mustang, 
sports a hot tub in her 1,700 
square-foot bedroom and 
watches a, 72-Inch television. 
Materially, she was not 
neglected. 
In the world of gymnastics, 
the Moceanus were royalty. In 
reality, they were serfs. 
Dumitru Moceanu had created 
a gymnastic empire after 
Dominique's success at the 
Olympics, 
The Houston Chronicle 
reported that Dumitru invested 
over a million dollars in a train-
ing facility, but it quickly dwin-
dled. When hard times contin-
ued, Dumitru dipped into his 
daughter's trust fund and wast-
ed her finances as well 
Her parents' fixation with 
success crushed Dominique's 
faith in her family. Her parents 
wanted her to achieve greatness 
at any expense. Unfortunately, 
she did not 
"It always had to be about the 
gym," Dominique complained. 
1 would say to myself, ' I'm 13 
years old, come on". 
Through big, endorsements 
Dominique will be able to regain 
her financial fortune. She will 
likely earn another gold medial 
in the next Olympics in. But the 
emancipated minor will not be 
able to regain something far 
more valuable than a stable 
checkbook... her childhood. 
